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,.0 IN.RODUCTION

This document was prepared to compile an abbreviated source of

design information useful to the prdliminary or conceptual design engineer.

The intent is not to present methods with which an engineer can design

structural interface joints on missiles, but to assemble in one doe-,ent,

a cross-section of state-of-the-art designs.

It i1 recognized that a design engineer cx.n arrive at a feasible

design of a missile joint with no assistance. However, this takes a

certain amount of time depending on the type of joint and its use. The

engineer must investigate the loRds, environment, cost, etc., or else he
Z
. muit initiate a literature search to see what similar joint has been used
-J

X suieessfully in the past. With this documeat a d.'.igner will be able to

select a feasible, proven joint design using only grosg loads and environ-

ment data. This is u',al1y sufficient for preliminary or conceptual

design work since, loads and onvironment. data are usually estirates at
I-

9 this stAge.

The format of the document has beer, preparei to fixlitate this

task as much as possible. For erAch joint a sketch is given with dimensions

if' possible, the loads to which the joint, is d-signed and the envtronme"t

to which tbe joint will be subjected are sammartzed. Also, a short written

description and project itoe is provided to give infonmaLion on what type

of tu.e the joint mioit bp applicable. Finally refereceeb are statod, if

available, whlch will allow the des!gnonr to ieareh for add't-ional detail

material.

! l r
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"$ 2.0 PAYLOAD STAGE JOINS

This section coverC' the "'i~' of stru'. I J int, '1) •-

attach the payload to the booster, (2) separate the payload from r

(3) attach the payload's ascett cover to the payload or booster and (4)

separate the ascent cover in flight.

Figure 2-1 sechematically shows the typical location of the four

types of joints on a payload stage. It should be referred to 4s a guide to

a specific type of joint. It is not intended that a given application require

all of the indicated joints or that they be located as shown. For example,

certain ascent covers have "Over-the-top" removal and hence have no longi-

tudinal separation Joint. Or, separatlion and asaembly Joints tay be integrated

Into one structural joint. For clarity, all joints are shown here as meparate
4

7 items for reference on Figure 2-1.

A

2.1 ASS94SLY JOINTS

These Joints serve to provide fit! d ,ttach:i.ernt of the payloao to

the booster or the uscent cover to the booster. Thf joint my or fmy riot be

integral witb the separAtlon joint. If it is, a cross rvfcrence to that

particular joint in Section 2. mrP;e. •

2. I. I PAYLOAD ASS13MY JOINTB

These joints are shown on Figure e-I to be located on a "payloaa

adapter," depicted as f 1'rustrw, of a ,one. This is typicul uf satellite

payloads on sepae boosters and is generally upplicable t. cases where the

paylo4d hac b. different diameter.thun the booeter. Where diameters are

nomitilly the sume, the payload any be sttched dlreetly tQ the booster and

this joint may be quite similr in appearance to booster interstage Joints.

Both types are shown in this section.
---

1 !'
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COVh1M SEPARAMEON -- PAYLOAD

I /

FIG. 2.2.2-FIG. 2.2.1-

PIG.& 2.2.-2
COVER,,-- -PYOD

I"G. 2.2.2-1 & FIG, 2.1.1-1

!&

Figure 2-1: PAYLOAD STAGE JOINT INDEX
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pakg- -wafers (}Referc-vr Fi,-I~r- P-2). may be zse~t~

by r-ýpei-tine thc- lap iit% u,, ?-r ei-os r-rpiir-l by t~ nx'ner of' pot-.'.c

PAYl.OAD ASSTYh,'Y JOT N (F rr;. I.13

Thp join~t showii or P'i&- .I t)- dual~

pli'pn~v' of 9-3sor-bly avnd separ,,tj~ov, P tenýIio;l bmuc fitt.F-I Ov"- ,' 'ýitrfe

of the !-ittel flanges of t~lp soctron to bf- joined, T'I..nri 1F drswr. i~gi Vjy

~ dPt~s were tus'3 on Miit.'an~ anI qit the-'rr~ A- plane of tit. jrri-r TT ;.ayloed

z~ ml- nmr-d~al so- uFz4-433.
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2.1.2 ASCINT COVIM ASSEMY J0IW!

Figure 2-1 loctktes these Joints at the intersetction of the booster

and IXeyload adapter. Another common location is direct attachment to the

payload itself. Others will become appirent as the engineer encounters

different applications. The conditions of interest are how much of the payload

need be exposed or covered at different phases of the mission, how much

protection ."an be acquired by du:Al purpose structare (integrating the ascent

cover as part of the payloads plrtmry Btructure), and the desire to discard

as much weight as eArly in the mlission as possible. Joints applicable to

imny aituations are covered in this section.

2.1.2.1 COVER (SHROUD) ASSh&BLY JOINT (PIG. 2.1,2.?)

Assembly of an Instrumentation package to the shroiud is accomplished

by this joint in MInuteman II1. It uses overlapping rings on the mating

sections which are held by the shroud clamp strapped in teilon around the

CL
- outside ring. An o-dnance device coupled to a system of cams 15 fired to

release the tension and permit Fection separation.

"- - ,--7

UK
52 51 !
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2.2 MAPAMTION JOINTS

The sepa~ration joints described in this section provide I2nflight

release of' the payload t~r the aec.tnt cover from the missile. The joints may

be part of' integral joints combininig the fun~ction of assembly ..nd release,

in which case a cross reference to ASSEI43Y JOINTS, Section 2.1 weill normally

be made.

2.2.1 PAYLOAD SEPARATION JIUT

These joints are commonly located as shown in Figure 2-1 or at the

booster interface. The latter type is niot Lchown here. In some cases, additional

mechanism$ (springs, ordnance thrusters, etc.) are used for sepAration Impulse.

These will not be discussed in this document and mention wili be made only

when necessary to haow clearance or functional association with the joint.

2.2.1,1 BALULLOCK LM.TION MCBAN;Sk-(FIG. 2.2. 1-)

This joint incorporates u ctoQmmercially avOT lable ball ioc'l into

F' a device to retain, release, deploy and spin a 1*iyload. Energy Is supplied

by springs and/or ordn!nce devices. The payload is de!igned to accommodate

the selected mechanisms.

Compensation for platform reactions induced by the spin thrust

mechanism is necessary.

E! T!S

-- -_ 4,
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2 .2. 1. 1 E AYLOAP BPARTON JQI J.FIW5LI 2.2.1-2)

This joint assembles the post boost propulsion system (PBIPS)

and the third stage motor. Upon actuation of the linear explosive, complete

severanme of the longitudinal tension capability is provided while retaining

shear and compressive capabilities by the butt-tap joirnt between the ordnance

retainer ring a the adapter ring Iflange until physical separation of the

post boost vehicle (PBV) and the Stage III motor.

Adaptations of this joint provide stage to stage separation

capability on Minuteman III (Reference Figure 2-).

•. o, o,. ,.
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2.2.2 ANUCET COVY SEPAATION jOrNmS

Two types of joints are indicate4 in Figure 2.1, the cireumfersntial.

and the longitudinal joint. The longitudinal Joint is not always used, depending

on the mode of &scent cover deployment. Both types of device are shown in this

seotion. Comments of section 2.2.1, PAYLOAD SEPARATION JOINTS, also apply here.

2.2.2.1 Noss Con SzPARATION JOInT (nG. 2.2.2-1)

This detail is of a joint used to sepurate the nose cone of the

HiBEX missile and thereby provide a high drag blunt nose exposure to the air

stream.

The joint is an uncomplicated design similar in many respects to a

fabrication joint - two skins are butted together and bolted using boI?4 and

nut plates. The separation is done vith a linear shaped charge which expends

Z Its enerky primarily in one direction, in this case outward, to cut the nose
Ua

cone skin. This impulse is sufficient to make tte physical break but not to

effect total separation. To do this, a gar generator and thruster is used

to "blow" the two pieces apart.

Fbr additional details of the ordnance used, refer to section 5.1.

2.2.2.2 LONGITUDINAL COVER SEPARATION JOINT (FIG. 2.2.2-2)

This joint is a design concept de'eloped as part of an ascent

shroud Study using Burner II desin load requirements. The joint provides

longitudinal separation of the shroud followed by separation and slow off

along the hinge line.

4=

3HFFT ~-
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Th1s joint is part of a heat shield separation system which consists

of six pins along each of two separation lines located 180" apart on a longi-

tudinal plane sep'rating two halves of the beat shield. Pyrotechnic thrusters

pull the pine through a system of aluminum straps. The Dovetail joint along

the edges of the two halves provides ring bending continuity between the plnned

joints which in turn provide ring bending shear and normal force continuity.

--Mting sawtooth plates at each pinned Joint provide beam shear continuity between

the heat shield halves. (See Dvg Reference, Fig. 2.2.2-3)

L3
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3 .0 DOO&M STAGE JOZMr

This section Includes the varlety of structural joints de9lgned tD

(1) enable the assembly and disassembly of missile segments for purposes of

manufacture, transportktion and maintenance in the field and (2) enable the

staging separtion necessary for the missile's mission flight profile.

Figure 3-1 schematically shows the typical locatior of the joints

on a w•saile booster segment and interstage. This is representative of any

stage. It is not intended that a given application require all of the indicated

joints or that they be located as shown. As an example, an inflight separation

function and a field joint may be integrated into a single strucTural joint.

For clarity, all joints are indicated as separate items on Figure 3-1.

S3.1 ASS4LY JOINTS

The asseml bly joints described in this section are those used to

connect segments of the booster to each otber, through interstages or not.

0 This connection might be purely a shop fabrication assembly or it might be

a field operation done many times. The joints may be integral joints as in

payload stages. If so, cross referencing is done.

3.1.1 I• TAGE OR BOOSTER ADAPTERS

This section covers the assembly joints made between one booster

stage and another, usually through an interstage. The Joints are usually

referred to as "adapter rings" and cofr:'nnly form the Interface between two

manufacturers (Reference Fig. 2-3 #'. These rings may be purely assembly or

may be Integrated with a separtition joint If tkie location is one where staging

is desirble. Both types are covered here.

N__

_s-a ~ -

I' '*
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3.1.1.1 lntersaaeM Adapter Assembly Joint (t.g 3. 11

This jolnt detail is a section through a circumferential joint

used on the Minuteman missile. The dLmensions given are typical of the

Stage 1 - Stage 2 interstage as are the diae'eter arnd cross section area. The

ring's characteristic shape is also typical of the Stage 2 - Stage 3 Lt'rstage

on Minuteman. For reference, the numbers in parenthesis pertain to that ring.

The ring is a dual purpose Joint. It permits both field assembly

and fabrication assembly in the shop. It. also functions as an i:.Tligbt

separation joint (Ref. Section 3.2.1.1).

Two bolt circles are provided in the joint, both to be used with

bolt-nut plate combinations. The lower bolts are priarily fabrication

fasteners and are backed with standard nutplates. The upper bolts are for

field assembly and disassembly and are backed vith floating nutplates. Cork

pJagis are commnonly used to replace insulation removed during disassexbly,

0
Structnraly, the main ordnance carrying ring is not the primary

load carr-'-ing member Ctmp'pessioxi loads Kre reacted by a butting toeether

of the .- iterszagi- bKins, tension loads by the teniion tie. The joint is

...,1,s'6ed to react txll boost flight loads -i; vell tis alil overpressure

3.1.1.2 IncersýUe AdaLter Assembly Joint( .. 1-2)

This Joi•ut is uesigied for assembly i•f t±', kL werstage (or other

stracture such as a test module) on top of a Looster stage. The asfi#mbly

oeration may be done In •tke manufacturing facility or the field. The rlng

Is typicdl, of' that use! or the Minuteman (F-Mis&ile) program to join tbe

Autoneties Guidance sand Control module to the third booster s*e.ge.

i i~ !,! . . .. . -_ . . .. _. . ... .. ..



The ring itself is riveted to the interstAge structure and forms

an integral component. The assembly operation is done then by means of the

bolts and nutplates shown. Nuts may be used instead of nutplstes, depending

on the accessibility and "dropped-nut" considerations. Cork plugs are commonly

used to replace any insulation removed during disassembly.

The joint is designed to retain its structural integrity throughout

boost flighL loadz :.nd silo ovorpressures.

3.1.1.3 STAGE TO STAGE ASSENBLY JOINT. (FIG. 3.1,1-3)

This detail is a section through a circumferential joint used on

the HiBZX Missile. It is used to assemble the upper 6tage instrumentation

package to the booster. The assembly operation could take place either in

the fabrication facility or a munitions field facility,
z

The ring is riveted to the lower missile stage, which is made of
O.

fiberglass in this application. The upper stage is attached with bolt-nutplate
(K

combinations. The joint is designed to resist extremely high boost acceleration

loads.

| , I
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., ese Joints Mr. almost entirel4, uoed integm11y wvi* a staging

seention jotint. Sieir purpoe is to assemble the stageo sekgents, usudally
* in a fabi4ct1on envirobent ....

.7is"Joixt detail is a section tbrough a circumferential Joint used

on the Minutemin missile. The dimensions given Are typical of the Stage I -

Stag*e 2interstase..

The ring is a dual purpose joint. It permits both field assembly.

and fabrication assembly in the shop. It also functions as an ±nflA:bt

staging joint (Aef. Section-3.2.1.2).

.z *Two bolt circles are provided in the joint, both to be used with

u bolt-nut plate combinations. The lower bolts are primarily fabrication rastentrs

and are bacled vith standard nuts, Tbe upper bolts are also fabrication

assemblr fasteners but are backed with floating nutplates.

Structarally, the main ordnance carcying ring is not the primary,

load carrying member. Compression loads are reacted by a butting together of

the interstage skins, tension loads by the tension tie. The joint is designed

to react all boost flight loads as well •4 silo overpressures.

3.1.2.2 Interstage AssemblZ Joint (Fig. 3.1.2-2)

This Joint detail is a section through a circumferential Joint used

on the Minutemn iaissile. The dimen~sions given are typical of the Stage 2 -

otage 3 interstuge.

- E, 4
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The ring is a dial purpose Joint. It permits bQtb field aosemtbl4

uAl ^-brieation-aslebly in the shop. It also functions;a as aninf•ight

staging Joint (Ref. Section 3.2.1.3).

Two bolt circles are provided in the joint,, both to be used with bolt-

nutplate cOmbinations. The lower bolts are primarily fabrication fasteners and

arelbacked with standard nuts. The upper bolts ure also fabrication assembly

fasteners bxt,,Are backed -with floating nuttplates.

Structurally, the main ordnance carrying ring is not the primary 16"d

carrying-ruember. Cbmpression loaU are reacted by a butting together of the

interstagc skins, tension loads by the tension tie. The joint is designed to,

react all bocet flignt loads as well as silo overpressures.
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( 3.2 SEPARATION JOINTS

S. lserlbed in this section are the variety of Joints designed to

provide inflight staging of a missile booster. This is the mechanism vhich

separates a burned out motor from the remaining "live" booster stages. It also

may separate an interstage stnrcture from an associated motor case. As in

most of the other Joints described in this document, these joints may be part

of integral Joints combining oLher functions. When this is the case, cross

referencing to appropriate sections will be made.

3.2.1 STAGING RINGS

These rings function to either "stage" an expended booSter segment

from an unexpended one or to separate an interstage from a booster. Figure 3-1

shows typical locations for this type of joint In some instances they are

used in conjunction with longitudinal juint.s to separate and segment an inter-

stage. This is covered in more detail in Section 3.2.2.
U.,
CL

IIII-

3.2-.11 Irterstage Adapter Booster Skirt Removal Joint (Fig.. -3I2 ) 1,

This joint detail is a section through a circumferential joint used

on the Minuteman missile. The dimensions given are typical of the Stage 2 -

Stage 3 interstage as are the diameter and cross section area. The ring's

characteristic shape is also quite typical of the Stage 1 - Stage 2 interstage

on Minuteman.

The ring is a dual purpose joinL. It provides the inflight Inter-

stage skirt removal function, working in conjunction with the longitudinal

joint similar to that described in Section 3.2.2.1. It also functions as u

field assembly joint (Ref. Section 3.1-.11). The seal restricts transfer of

hot gas into the III stage motor area.

U 1 00 414, 5'.
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The separation impulse to provide the required function comes

from a linear explosive charge. The ring is designed to contaln any particlc

fraementation from this charge. This function is enhanced by the use of a

rubber-like uuterial, PR-19IG (B1S 5-62) which can contain small frgert.

The primary function of the wteriuL however is to absorb auch oi' the shock of the

explosion.

Structurally, the nain ordnance catrrying rind is not the primary load

*carrying menber. Compression loads are reacted by a butting together of the

stage skins, tension loads by the tension tie. The joint is designed to react

7J- all boost flight lods a6 well as silo overpressures.
ýj

1 For additional details on the orInance used in this Joint, refer to
: " =- z

Section 5.1.

3.2.1.2 Booster S3r&ing Joint Ii • . 2,.
IllIx

I •IThis joint detzil is u section through a circumferential joint used

on the Minuteiin missile. The dincr.soins giver are Lypical of the Stage I -

Sta4 e 2 IterstaZe.

The rin!; iH A dual purpose jint. It ,rovides the inflight booster

staging function, separatiag the uppt:r stage from the expended sta;se. It also

functions :is an assembly joint (Ref. 3.1.2.1).

The sepunrtior. ijpujlie to p --vide the required function cor es from

a linear explosive clArge. The r inrg i designed to contain any particle fragmenta$

tion from this chartge by the use of a rubber-like materidl, PM-1910 (BM 5-62)L hicb can contain small fragments. The Mrimary function of the material however

is to abEorbe much of the shock of the explozion.

f/"L 3 IA3 P i[[
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Structurally, the min ordnance carrying ring is not the primary

load carrying member. Compression louds tire reucted by a butting together

of the stage skins, tension loads by the tension tie. The Joint is desig~ned

to react all boost flight Loads as well. as silo overpressures.

F'or adclitioii&1 details on thbe ordnaunce used in this joint, refer to

Section 5.1.

JilJ 3I-1 Ii s, Booste '1%r. on

IIId on th Miuea isl , .-edmnsosgvn r yiclo h

StaGe 2 - Stage 3 interstatee.

The ring is a dual purpose joint. It provide the infligtit booster
z

I- staging ftmction, separating: the upper stag•e from the expendeu stage. It

U-, also functions as an assembly joint (Ref. 3.1..2).

0U-
-= •The separation impulse to provide Lhe requLred lunction comes from

a linear explocive c ti'-e. The ring is c•esigned to contain arny partical

fragmentation from this eharge by the use o1' a rubber-like material, PR-1910

(BMS 5-62) which 2un conwin srwll V"gmentr,. The primaiy function of the

material however is to atsort tauch of the shock of the explosion.

Structurally, the uin ordnaice carryinr, rinC is not the pri~riry

load carrying. member. Con'ressl.)n lowds are reacte(• by a buttine together

of the sta&e skins, tension lot--ds by the tension tie. Tho joint iA desioied to

react all boost fliejit lix&dc as well as silo overpresst.res.

ia Fradditiona.l details on the orinance used in this joint, refer to Sect'.on 5.1.

41,4 F. L v *
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I• •3.2,1.4 BOOSTER sIPARATI OXJOINT_. F10. 3.2.1-41)r

This detail is a section through a aircumfereaztial Joint used on

the HiBEX Missile. It functions to seeparate the lover (booster) stage from

the upper (instrumentation package) stage during flight.

The joint primarily consists of a circumferential retainer ring bolted

to the inside of the fiberglass skirt. The ring contains a l. "ear shaped charge

designed to direct its energy in an outward direction and thereby sever the

fiberglass skirt, circumferentially. The retainer ring is not designed to

react any loads. It is massive enough however to absorb shock from -,Ae

explosive charge.z

For additional details on the ordnance used in this Joint, refer to

Section 5.1.2.

2:
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.2.2 LOYNGITMDtAL JOINTS

TheSe joints are used to separate an interstage or other missile

segmentLinto a number of sections for removal from the booster in flight.

They are longitudinal rather than circuanferentiul and usually function with

a circumferential joint (Ref. Fig. 3-1 and Section 3.2.1.).

No distinction is made in this section between separation and

assembly joints. These joints have one prir~ary function which is separation.

They must be asseiiabled, of course, but this is differentiated from the

assembly joints discussed elsewhere siince they are used to assemble missile
)-

sections, not joints.

-J
w

3.2.2.1 Interstage Longitudinial Joint (ji•i-.

U, This joint is typical of those ased on the Minuteman missile
to split both tie Stage I - Stage 2 an(! the Stage 2 and Stdge 3 interstage.

It is used in conjunction with the circumferential separation joint discussed
C,
La in Section 3..?.I .. The dimensions given are the same ts both interstages,

the only difference being the joint length. Numbers in parenthesis pertain

to the Stage 2 and stage 3 interstage.

The Joint works siiaultaneoiasly with llic skirl rernovul. Joint which

sep ,trates the skirt fromu 5he upper booster e ,t. the snme time, tke skirt

is split into !'our ;ections, effectink both the t±xial. removal Iromlhe path

of flight, and the racial retmuval for clearzr•ce. The sertinr. impulse

providing; this function comeis from a ].•le,ir explosive char-•'e. The riiit is

desineel to contain any particle frainentiition with the r: Er-iiae uteri •t,

PR-191o (BN4S "5-62).

lit ,l' . 4)$,4 •'j ' •-
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0DESCRIPTION SHOCK EFFECTS WEIGHT ENVELOPEm m

BASE LINE PER BOEING

INTERNAL RACTURING 23.0 LAYOUT MDUS-
LINEAR EXPLOSIVE LO-6 REV. "A "

JOINT YSTEMDTD 11-17-65

BALL LOCK RELEASE EXCEEDS
JOINT(10 EQUALLY SPACED) VERY LOW 31.5 ENVELOPEALL AROUND

INTERNAL BAND SEPARATION
JOINT (SOLID BAND WITH EXCEEDS

2. ORDNANCE RELEASED OR VERY LOW 22.1 ENVELOPE
ORDNANCE ACTUATED ALL AROUND
RELEASE MECHANISM)

EXTERNAL TENSION BAND
3 SEPARATION JOINT (SOLID EXCEEDS

"BAND WITH EXPLOSIVE 16.0 ENVELOPE
BOLT RELEASE SYSTEM)

EXTERNAL TERNSION BAND
SEPARATION JOINT (SEPARATE EXCEEDS

4. BAND WITH TENSION E 15.6 ENVELOPE
SHOES WITH EXPLOSIVE LOCALLY
BOLT RELEASE SYSTEM)

EXTERNAL TENSION BAND
SEPARATION JOINT (SEPARATE_.. EXCEEDS

5. BAND WITH TENSION El.> 16.0 ENVELOPE
SHOES WITH EXPLOSIVE LOCALLY
NUT RELEASE SYSTEM)

EXTERNAL TENSION BAND
SEPARATION JOINT (SEPARATE EXCEEDS

6. BAND WITH 'TENSION E 15.6 ENVELOPE
SHOES WITH EXPLOSIVE LOCALLY
TURNBUCKLE RELEASE SYSTEM)

I-I
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IR

R, l L ;CHI!!. STRUCTURAL RE LIABILITY ORDNANCE ORDN' ,
,.. . .. ....... I~WLI~~5I~hIT Q UALIFICAtION LOADING

US," QUALIFIED EXTERNAL
RIII. 'A' -" .... BYEXTERNAL

By
SIMILARITY LOADING

TION ON LOAD QUALIFICATION OfLL" DISTRIBUTION LOWER ORDNANCE ACTUATED INTERNAL
6 INTO HPC DEVICE REQ'D. LOADING

FWD SKIRT

4 RELEASE LINKAGE
SAND BAND DESIG INTERNAL

OPE WITH GARDTO SIMILAR LOADING
OUND STIFFNEVSS MAY

PRESENT PROBLEMS

EXTERNAL
OPE SIMILAR LOADING.LY

S 4 EXTERNAL

OPE SIMILAR LOADING

LV

E EK> EXTERNAL
EL E]3l) SIMILAR LOADING

F 3

2 ,• ,FIGURE. 3.3-1 SHIT.. .
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,,SCRIPTION SHOCK EFFECTS WEIGHT TE 1F2'
I . X1NAL TENSION BAND

SEPARATION JOINT (SiPARATE
7. IIAND WITH TENSION SHOES 16L8W"ENVELO E

WITH SHAPE. CHARGE RELEASE L"""
.SYSTEM)

i....ii,--".EXCEEDS -

EXPLOSIVE BOLT RELEASE E O
SYSTEM (10 EQUALLY SPACED) 24.0 ALL

AROUND

- - -- ,- -EXCEEDS

EXPLOSIVE NUT RELEASE EXCELOEE
9. SYSTEM (10 EOUALLY SPACED) 24.0 ALL

i -= iiAROUND

OR I NANC REEAE BODE LESS BECAUSE OF WITHIN
0ORDNANCE RELEASED SMALLER CHARGE & 12.60 ENVELOPE

SEPARATION JOINT NO BREAKING OF METAL EL
.60 LONGERIREVISED LINEAR LESS BECAUSE OF THAN PRESENT =4

11. ORDNANCE CHARGE JOINT SMALLER CHARGE & 16.6 ENVELOPE
(BASED ON LOCKHEED REPORT) REVISED JOINT ON SKiN FI

ii____ LEG ONLY

REVISED LINEAR ORDNANCE
12. CHARGE JOINT USING LESS BECAUSE OF 12.9WITHIN

SMALL CHARGE (5 - 10 GRAT) SMALLER CHARGE ENVELOPE

LESS BECAUSE
SHAPED CHARGE ORDNANCE OF SMALLER CHARGE. WITHIN

1 SYSTEM THE FORCE IS 1.1 ENVELOPE

DIRECTED LATERALLY

-I I ... ...... ...

• • I-



"<;NI!-, SCHED t__ _ ORDNANCE ~O NA C E
FE ACESTRUCTURAL RELIABILITY QTI LOAD* G

N

QUALIFICATION OF INTERNALZD'SIMILAR ORDNANCE ACTUATED LOADING
OPE Lf)DEVICE REQ'D.

-4 ~~NEED VERIFICA- NE.RA

PE~ TION ON LOAD ITRA
SDISTRIBUTION LOWER LOADING

INTO HPC
ND__ FWD SKIRT____

D~S NEED VERIFICA-
OPE TION .ON LOAD INTERNALL DISTRIB~UTION LOWER LOADING

ND INTO HPC
DFWD SKIRT ____________________

EVALUATION
IN OF STRUCTURAL SIMILAR INTERNAL
OPE flN LiDý BOND ON LOADING

TENSION MEMBER

GER EXTERNAL OR
ESENT LiýiI
OPE L NO PROBLEMS SIMILAR INTERNAL
KIN E LOADING

IN! 1 "' 1 > EXTERNAL
OPE NO PROBLEMS SIMILAR LOADING

IN' LI> r -,N RBES SIMILAR INTERNAL
OPE 111>LOADING

FIGURE- . 4----- - '

| ! .. . ..... *- . -,... ,.-
|•gFIGURE C3R NAN SRDAN. ...
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-L,- > COMPARASLE OR LESS THAN G&C UMIlLICAL RELEASE.

EL> REQUIRE APPROXIMATELY 4 - 6 MONTHS TO DEVELOP
JOINT AND 5 MONTHS MINIMUM TO QUALIFY THE
ORDNANCE DEVICE.

LZ>1. LOCAL AREAS AROUND RELEASE PROVISIONS DO
NOT CARRY COMPRESSION OR TENSION LOADS.
DISTRIBUTION INTO HPC FWD SKIRT OR PBPS MAY
BE PROBLEM.

2. DESIGN OF TENSION BAND TO PROVIDE REQUIRED
cr LJOINT STIFFNESS MAY PRESENT PROBLEMS. (I .e.,

PRE--LOAD, THERMAL LOADS, ETC.)

_- 4 L > ELECTRICAL INTERFACE COMPATIBLE WITH MGS.

= > MECHANICAL INTERFACE COMPArIBLE WITH STAGE III
MOTOR & PBPS.

i • I--

MECHANICAL INTERFACE NOT COMPATIBLE WITH.OAPPROPRIATE PBPS CONFIGURATION.

F 3

l ~ FI GURE 3.3-3

V. 92 44PF=



- W..~LLLOCK DEVICE .. CONTAINED DETONATING P
AROUND PERIPHERY OF SECTI4
OR GAS LINE USING TWO GA
GENERATORS To RELEASE

1.2 I. INWD =C'-

3.60 SECT. B.-B,
(SCALE 1/1)

DOLT
CONTAINED
DETONATING
FUZE BETWEEN BOLTS,

_____ INITIATED AT BOTH ENDS

ZI RI: TA INE R
EXPLOSIVE NUT SECTION B-B

(SCALE 1/1) AL. ALLOY 36
:#9 BATH TUB (TYP

EXPLOSIVE BOLT FITTINGSB

4.0- 4.C

DETONA
FUZE BElI

*8 AL. ALLOY RING

S dUw 1435 OlIG. 445 /



NUMBER W2-12591 1-1
VHS "Cf 7C'A•N• v REV LTR A

TONAINGFtJE - PBPS SECT. STAGE III
r ERY OF SECTION
USING TWO GAS
TO RELEASE

2100
/A

LEFT SIDE VIEW (NO SCALE) -ýFWD==mm

W EIGHT ESTIMATE
I1. AL. ALLOY RINGS & BATHTUB FITTINGS 15.2

iB 2. EXPLOSIVE BOLT & ORDNANCE
INITIATION SYSTEM 4.0

3. BOLT RETAINERS 3.5

4. 10%/6 GROWTH ALLOWANCE 2.3

TOTAL 24.0

BALL LOCK
36'

(TYP) 1. AL. ALLOY RINGS & BATIITUB FITTINGS 17.5

B 2. BALL LOCK RELEASE MECHANISM &
0 ._110* ORD. INITIATION SYSTEM 11.3

"SECTION A-A 3. 10% GROWTH ALLOWANCE 2.7I.._i-(REAR VIEW REF)

(SCALE 1/10) TOTAL 31.5
0

4.00 LOAD/BOLT 7500#

CONTAINED CONFIGURATION 1, 8, &9
A -DETONATING

FUZE BETWEEN BOLTS.

FIGURE 3.3-4: EXPLOSIVE BOLT, NUT&
BALL LOCK SEPARATION

S •SYSTEM
SHE~ET 4(ý



A--d

4 210*

Plos STAGE III
SECT,

SEE VIEW B-B-

. .. SECTION A-A

c 00 (REAR VIEW REF)

300 (SCALE 1/1)
t. LINKAGE

LEFT SIDE VIEW 3/A DIA. PIN
(SCALE 1/10) INTER~

-~FWD -- A.

A AC
1.20

.95

RING STRUCT.ý 2.15

AL. ALLOY -- 3.75 - - - --

SECTION c-cL
(SCALE 1/1)

.- FWD- (R OTAT D 300CCW)



NUMBER D2-125911-1
.AwffA-~ C M " ,N REV LTR A

" .210 -MOD 7 RACEWAY ,

E SEE VIEW B-B 4L LINKAGE INSTALLED

GUIDE & RETAINER
FTG. AL. ALLOY

BAND

ECTION A-A 3/8 DIA. PIN (TYP) - t LINKAGE ACTUATED
REAR VIEW REF)

(SCALE 1/1)
VIEW B-B
(SCALE 1/2)

WEIGHT ESTIMATE

E INTERNAL BAND BAND 5.0

-AL. ALLOY RING STRUCTURE 9.1

LINKAGE, GUIDE FTGS
I SPRING OR GAS & THRUSTERS 6.0

ACTUATED THRUSTER 10% GROWTH ALLOWANCE 2.0
TOTAL WEIGHT 22.1

__ J CONFIGURATION 2

.- CORK INSULATION
FIGURE 3.3-5: INTERNAL BAND

SEPARATION SYSTEM

S_ _ _ _ __... -SH EET •

+i/



~~1.. im~SEE VIE

PBPSSEVIWBI-

SECT

300

A. ~~SECTION -C

LEFT SIDE VIEW (REAR VIEW REF) 0

(SCALE 1/10) (SCALE 1/10)

~D 210'D

4.00

1.40

SECTIN D-DVIEW B-B

(S2 CALE 1/2) .(SCALE 1/02)

US 4M 143$ O*JG 4E 6$
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10'

SEVIEW B-B1!t'•' •rs view Al.. AtLLOY- • •_2_ '

STEEL BAND----. / I-.- 2.IS --i --
SECTION C-C
(SCALE I/I)

-C:2- FWD -

EXPLOSIVE RETAINER

I|4 +

210' 14/2 DIA. EXPLOSIVE BOLT
LOCAL RACEWAY VIEW E-E
SHIELD (MOD 7 ONLY) (SCALE 1/2) FWD

-AL. ALLOY WEIGHT ESTIMATE

FiTTINGS BAND . 4.2 #
FIlTINGS ON BAND..7 CONFIGURATION 3
EXPLOSIVE BOLT

& RETAINER ......... 1.0 #
•i .50(TY RING STRUCTURE ........ 7.0 * FIGURE 3.3-6:

LOCAL FITTINGS A:,
EXPLOSIVE BOLT ...... 1.7 • EXTERNAL TENS ION

"E 10% GROWTH BAND SEPARATION
ALLOWANCE ........ 1.4 # SYSTEM

"TOTAL WEIGHT .16.0 #

SHEET j'



%o.n f

SeCTION D-D
S(SCALe 1/2)
'!IFWD

CORK FAIRING

4.00 '

CORK FAIRING

.80 AL. ALLOY FITTINGS -

D
EXPLOSIVE BOLT

SECTION D-D:_"-:(SCALe 1/2) VwEW B-B

(SAL 112 (SCALE 1/2)

us.W 106 0910 4.4s



NUMUS 02-1239I11 I

-- CORK COVERED
ACCESS DOOR

LOCAL ",4 SHIELD
~~CORK PAIRING (MOD 7 ONLY)

STVIEW B-BD

DD

(SCALE~~AL ALLO) OPINST.6NIUATO0

FIURL.37 OPTONLLETOD
D 2100 LOCLEXTERNALEDTENSTION

BAND SEPARATIO
viSYSTEM

(SCEET 11/2-



SEE VIEW

STAGE III

SEE VIW C-CLOCA
* SHIEL

(MOD

Li I SECTION A-A300 B (REAR VIEW REF)
L (SCALE 1/10)

3.55
LEFT SIDE VIEW
(SCALE 1/0 AL. ALLOY RING- -

TENSION SHOE - AL. ALLOY -ow 2.15
.t50 LONG, 100 SPACING
BONDED TO BAN15

STEE TENSION BAND SECTION B-BB.

*-40 FW D-



21 0'b

p~m~ SEE VIEW C-C • / EXPLOSIV

2100
LOCAL RACEWAY SECTION D-D
SHIELD (SCALE 1/2)' | JJJ (MOD 7 ONLY) .
(MD1 NL)1/2 DIA EXPLOSIVE BOLT -

2100
D

SECTION A-A
"(REAR VIEW REF)
(SCALE 1/10)

= N i 3/4 DIA. "
I_.= -- I ;--STL. PIN '

5 __STRAP STEEL TENSION BA

VIEW C-C

\ (SCALE 1/2)

.15 CORK INSULATION

B B



NumBER D2-125911-1
TWO3 .ffAP__I• €coM.m.,v REV LTR A

EXPLOSIVE RETAINER

WEIGHT ESTIMATE
BAND& SHOES .......... 3.40

Fl TTINGS ON BAND . .. 70

EXPLOSIVE BOLT & RETAINER . . 1.00
RI NG STRUCTURE .... 7.40

LOCAL FITTINGS @
EXPLOSIVE BOLT .1.70

!10% GROWTH ALLOWANCE 1.40

IA D STEEL TENSION BAND TOTAL WEIGHT . 15.60

CONFIGURA TION 4, 5, & 6

FIGURE 3.3-8: EXTERNAL TENSION
BAND SEPARATION
SYSTEM

SHEET 5~ ,



SEE VIEW D-D

Aj1 SEE VIEW C-C 20

1 200

POPS STAGE III
SECT

AJ

SECTION A-A /SUR
LETSIDE VIEW ~REAR VIEW REF) BAR

(SAE1/10) iSCALE 1/10)

AL. ALLOY RING- 
VIEW E-E TNIl

1.15 (SCALE 1/2)

TENSI
SHOE

IENSION SHOE- AL TNINBl
.50OLONG, 1.OOSPACED 2.5CORK
BONDED) TO BAND ISLTO

STL N ADSECTION B-B
TENSION BAND (SCALE 1/1)

-qc:r- FWD-

LA on 143 OFItQ 44S1



l VIEW D-D DETONATOR TENSION
SAND

210 -1.5

MAG SKIN- .

CONNECTOR - - 2.50

FITlTING

SECTION G-G
(SCALE 1/2)

~-, FWD-

BAND

3/8 DIA
BOLT /
1/2 HE X BAR

DIA STRAP
N•FROM -RING

ItSQ UARE 10 .STL
R STRAP

D TENSION BAND NZ

VIEW E-E 4\i
(SCALE 1/2)

E VIEW C-C.q S TENSION -\ " (SCALE 1/2) WEIGHTESTIMATE

BAND & SHOES
TENSION BAND - DETONATORS, CONNECTORS &

SHAPE CHARGE FTG ASSY
ORK TURNBUCKLE ASSYULATION RING STRUCTURE

SA NLOCAL FITTINGS AT TURNBUCKLES
10% GROWTH ALLOANCE

TOTAL WEIGHT

2,



NUMBER D2-12591 I-1

_...______ ____,.. .REV LTR A
TE ]NSION L...•,•OCA L R/W •

BAND j/---IN SHIELDBlAND •---RING FLANGE I(MOD 7 ONLY)

~~ \ •ST'AGE III ++I-: -H"- •
1.1.40

-s7 -, SHAPED-

FITTING CHARGE VIEW D-D
SECrION-G (SCALE 1/2)
(SCALE 1/2) L B-

BDRFWDN-

SHAPED CHARGE RINGS
BAND

CONNECTOR

FITTING

SECTION F-F
(SCALE 1/2) FWD

HT ESTIMATE

& SHOES 4.1
NATORS, CONNECTORS &
PE CHARGE FTG ASSY 2.0

BUCKLE ASSY i.0 CONFIGURATION 7
STRUCTURE 6.
tL FiTTINGS AT TURNBUCKLES 1.7
ROWTH ALLOAI"CE 1.5 FIGURE 3.3-9: EXTERNAL TENSION

TOTAL WEIGHT !6.S BAND SEPARATION
SYSTEM

- SHEET



l-

~1 A 2160//

OR[

t • SEE VIEW C-C

A B.

A STAGE III B t2

±8] SECTION A-A
(REAR VIEW REF) (SCALE 1/10) AL. ALLOY RINGS

SECT SMALL ORDNANCE

LEFT SIDE VIEW CHARGE (5 - 10 GR/"T)

(SCALE 1/10)

\1/ //I _ .ffi~1.00

TENS1ON MEMBER CORK B
BONDED TO RINGS INSULATION

(AL. ALLOY OR MAG)

SECTION B-B
(SCALE 1/1)

•:: --FWD -



NUMBER D2-12591 1-1
•MS W= V40fl4. C 0 A4-' PA v REV LTR A

DETONATOR RETAINING FITTINGS

OPDNANCE

DETONATORS-

'• SECTION D-D
(SCALE 1/2)

FWD WEIGHT ESTIMATE

ORDNANCE LOADING PROVISIONS .30

- DETONATOR RACEWAY SHIELD .20
RETAINING FTGS RI NG STRUCTURE 9.50

ORDNANCE CHARGE 1.40
W10% GROWTH ALLOWANCE 1.20

TOTAL WEIGHT 12.60

RINGS D 30c

- I DRING
1.00

VIEW C-C
(SCALE 1/2) CONFIGURATION 10

(DETONATOR LOADING AREA) FIGURE 3.3-10: ORDNANCE RELEASED
BONDED SEPARATION
JOINT

SHEET ,



A

PBPS SECT.

STAGE III

IA

iii-=

LEFT SIDE VIEW
(SCALE 1/10) 3/16 LOCCKBOLTS fAL.

--w-m FWD- m ALL(

.10

- N

MAG SKINx 3/16 LOCK BOLTS ~ MAG RING

5 - 10 GR/AT CHARGE; SECTION B-B
(SCALE 1/1)

FW.D -

W3 4W) 1434 .40G 46S



NUMBER D2-12591 1-1
THIE , Ld Mi f,• . M, Ny ,_,,_,.___._,_ __,,_ REV LTR A

II 210"

WEIGHT ESTIMATE
AL. ALLOY RINGS 8.6

MAG RINGS 3.3

ORDNANCE CHARGE .4

BLOCK BOLTS 2.0

ORDNANCE LOADING DOOR .8

m00

SECTION A-A 10% GROWTH ALLOWANCE 1.5
A.(REAR VIEW REF) (SCALE 1/10) TOTAL WEIGHT 16.6

F AL

A LLO Y RIN GST 
G I I

-- ,

I _7

i0

AG RING CORK INSULATION CONFIGURATION 11

B-B FIGURE 3.311: LOW SHOCK
B-B ORDNANCE SEPARATION
LE 1/1) SYSTEM
D

SHEET -.



!i/ _

''7'

PbPS SECT. STAGE III

-d~n FW D A W SECTION A-A 00
LEFT SIDE VIEW (REAR VIEW REF.)

(SCALE 1/10) (SCALE 1/10)

AL. ALLOY RI NG\38

.80

MiAG SKIN7

SECTION B-B
(SCALE 1/1)

-ol2- FWD '



NUMBER D2- 115911 -1
. -- %" " "'A .REV LTR A

210*

I ---. F ...... ....

WEIGHT ESTIMATE

B RING STRUCTURE 9.5

ORDNANCE & LOADING PROV. .8
AFT LOCK BOLTS 1.4

10% GROWTH ALLOWANCE 1.2

TOTAL WEIGHT 12.9

A-A V0
"EAR VIEW REF.)
(SCALE 1/10) STAGE III

r-CORK INSULATION

lB-B

CONFIGURATION 12
FIGURE 3.3-12: REVISED LINEAR ORDNANCE

SEPARATION SYSTEM
SHEET 5 "7



A

STAGE III

PBPS SECT.

AB--lL. ALLOY RING SECTIC
(REAR

LEFT SIDE VIEW (SC,

(SCALE 1/10) 3.60-FA HC
FW D,_ _ _ _ FA HC

MAG SKIN 1.1

MAG R IN G

7 GR/*FT SHAPED CHARGE71

SECTION B-B
(SCALE 1/1)

FWD



STAGE III

PBPS SECT.

4A
ti~~iii- L, ALLOY RING SECTIOý

Fb--Bl(REAR I'

LEFT SIDE VIEW (SCA
(SCALE 1/10) -- 3.60 O M H C

FW D FAMBSHOCKE

MAG SKIN 11

MAG RING-[

7 GR/lFT SHAPED CHARGE

SECTION B-B
(SCALE 1/1)

_ _ 
~FWD__



NUMBER D2-125911-1
T 04 " "27~4a C,0,MP,,, NYv REV LTR A

WEIGHT ESTIMATE

RI NG STRUCTURE 5.3
ORDNANCE & LOADING 1.2

ON B SCREWS & NUTPLAT-S 1.2
O SECTION A-A RTIE ITN .(REAR VIEW REF) RETAINER FITTING 2.4

(SCALE 1/10) 109/o GROWTH ALLOWANCE 1.0

AM SHOCK TOTAL WEIGHT 11.1

SORBER STAGE Ili

SCORK INSULATION

CONFIGURATION 13

FIGURE 3.3-13: SHAPED CHARGE
ORDNANCE SEPARATION

__-__ _ _SYSTEM

SHEET _•
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T• facilitae'the task of" the desigber whose, joint concept application-

is limited to-the noný-strategic milssiles, this section. is' roestricted t6_joint

"designs for misile6s' of 46 inch.. diwimater or less*..

Beeouse so much of the total effort of missile design involves this si2*"&

range, this section "perts the designer to investigate joint concepts .elated by

design loads, function and enviromental considerations similar to .his own' re-

quirements exclusive ,of the larger strategic vehicles.

A look in greater depth than usual, is taken at the joints used on

AGW-69A, both because it represents current developments in the state-of-the-art

and because it provides an overall picture of an approach to joint design as
-..
z
o xapplied to a particular vehicle.

Supplerenting the AGM-69A concep'ts, axe representative Jointr- used on

z other tactical and research missiles.

* •.Ij AoM-69A joinr mSIGN

The AGK-69A was configured into four sections to facilitate manufacture,

o assembly and maintenance. These sections are the Payload, Guidance, Propulsion

and Control sections (RIeference Figure 4.I).

4.I.i THE PAYLOAD SECTION

This section, of monocoque construction, is provided a circumferential

ring at each of three separation joints. Its structural parts are:

1. irpact Fuse Body

2. Forward Nose Shell

3. Wlarhead Section

4.1.1.1 .MPACT FUSE BODY JOIl'r (Fi,1 ure 4.1.1-i)

Tne Impact Fuse Body interfices with the Forward Nose Shell. The aft

end of' h. tuse body has external interrunted threadc to per•.•it installation and

remval from the Forward Nose Shell by rotating the impact fuse a quarter turn.

Z7



ci i l i Si en s a REV OIRt

A±il*~rt the forward en f'h.Forward NoeSeli igdsigned t

accept the Impact. fuselizterrapted threads. The ring is assembled to the shell.

u~iij*a sealant on the faying aswlaces, and fastened vith monel rivets installed

UsIng a ,set primier. A. nylon inisert is installed in a longitudinal groove in, the

steel rixas for lockting the impadt fuse.

The Joint is sealed by m~ans of a'syn~thetic rubber 0-ring located in an

annular groove provided'st the base off the fuse body. Fuse body is torqued to

96. to 11. 'inch pounds.

0

-3

0
W.
I-
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(9i
7,

0

Threaids --.--.

Scale: None

SFor' 1-tteriils 'Xt: Soe- Table 4.2..-1

IIIX~ACT FUSGE BODY JOINTI

Re~r~rcrc. C;- A Pro-,;rwu
D2A'-M 2015 1-1, Pura. .

Figure

U 1 481) 2 14 13 1;f-V. . 6 SHEET .
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S - -, .,

B "
7t . ( 0S REV•O0

;*"* - AIEIAL

. oard Nose Section 2024-O Al-in86m
-.A-250/4

(25A28299-1o1) H.T. 0 -T62

S(• )eo2l Rivet (8 places) eS 2o427 he

Q)paot-Yuse Body 2024-T4 Aluminum

(20Au141u-136-11)

Frn ose Ring Inmert General Purpose Nylon 6/6

(26A13536-101-11) Per L-P-41o

9 "0" ing M 28V75-214-0

( ar Absorber adar Absorber

(25~A24020) smB 8-14o

• Exerna T~SeltionRi

0 Forward lose Sec n Rg 433M Ni rrS-8699
Normalized & Tempered

(29A17189-lO1- 11) R.H. C33 MAX
li.T. i6o-18o Kcsi

Z

0012-ar,. herinal Nose Cap Reinforced Phenolic Mold~ing
BME 8-72

C (26A13566lol--)

0 9 Se alant M~IL-0-8802 or. BME 5-44

(JjEtena Insulation 93-078 Silicone Rubber
W/t% Q~uartz Nicro Crystals
T)ow-Oornin.; Corp.

B. DESIGN CON2ý-DERMTINS' - Critichl loau! ,:ux~ia!,J). I.- terminal manruver f'or

limit load

a. Bending Stre~ss

b. Shear St~rpas

Referencp D2AGM20162-1, E;Theet 5070

Tabl~e 4.1-1
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To the Inaide ar Vie forcwrmt f lsane or the c'frcumferentiit1 PorvAr'

Wsth..4 "in Is biolted the Wl..at Sit. 8'rt. Builthea.1 Hilig. Three 1/i 4 Inch

diam~ter isbear boltsg are auaemklud Uhrough the bad3.ant. mn~d warhead bujkhead

CIflane.s oly, and tfitemn ciri mansruih1(' thi'ou~h ti~c ucamsac~tioin shell an well..

OUt. platoo nre rivotod to I-le' Insideofcd the biad ltt nupport bulkhea~d ring to

revolive these bolts. About, the outsaide surface of 'the art fiange or the rornmrd

Warhoad HUnA, in rivet~ed the Warliend 'Jeotior Shell uning '14 monel riveta.

Accos~ Ln the *1elgleeza bul t frist~zene:~ it; provided by ~a p1u, in the ailicone

intiulatin~t over uW b,)ti. he~o

.4j

t4 AA0
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Datu steTbl --

U .80 143 REV ,.6 SH E

-% 1')1

Sct iec: None

For Design Considetmtionz & MA~iai3d

i BALIAST S3UPPORT BULK1UEAD JOINT

-- References : AGM- 69A Progream
1X2D AGM20O151-1L, Pn.ra. •+. 2 .3

___________________Figure )4.1.]-2
u, •,oz ,,,, v. ,,e, SHEET & ,"



V

NUM Er DI - L.x291"\
*OM~A?~ REV LTR A

Ji ,M1., Va.rkwa4 Section 2P.".-u Al•w•1,mn
•Q-A-250/•4

2 -)iPvet (2 4 p•a.oes) 9 2o4-:,m,

3 ')Ring, FW Warbead Section, TOT5-7T3 AtuiLnwim
Station 314.To BM 1-186 fk CIL III
(-25A29548)

4 Rivet (2 places) 1s 204DJ

1(V) Reduced Read 1/"l RAO B3('IM4 r~
- & nut plate WAS ioc•4h

"..6')Rivet MS 2O426D.j, LJOW!I&P4

71 i,,,Ba.1last Support A161 1026, Cold Itoal*t-d
.B..kheud Annealed ?4IL-S-7952'

-')Shell, Nose Section 20)24-O Aluminum~ (~, •,8299-. •,.-u.) 4- A- 2Ot'4

4 n.'r. -T'.

9 9ealant Eccobind 21i

S Silicone Insulation .. .- ') 7 Silicone Nubber

a. (-/N to be added) W/'% Quartz Micro,•Cryatalu

Dow Cor.'ni•g, Corp.
C'
W 1 Sealant MIL-S-tM)2 or BMSý- 44

B. De sitn Oonsideration -Nose, Shell sized by missi.Th G-jection coiidition pro-

ducing the following ultim-t•e shell loads:

"a. 4,3W2) lbs transverse shear

b. 52,500 inch pounds hondin- moment

c. 150 in-lb týrsion moment

Li. 3D.6 psl max exteai pressure

e. Design temp. 2600 F.

S -6, 1.5 Req'd (Through 3 ,7 & 8)

-5, 3 Req'd (Turough 3 & 7 only)

.rable 4.1-2

4 - 0 14 1 a R fV



, . . -. NUMBER .- 5
* . RE.VLTR 'N.'

'This Joint'was designed to suport the warheed'and to meehani C .Uy. ..

interface with the missile at the forwar&.end of the electrotics section:.by' eans;

*of a quaickdisaonnect Jint., The joirrb.carries'the loadA associated with 5l]pport,- -

ing the-aft end of the warhead. In addItionit 8atisfies the design considera-

tions shown on Figure 4.1-.-3.

This joint configuration uses inteiTnal involute splines to transfer

shear and torsion loads to matching cxternal involute splines of the forward

Electronics Section. Axial loads are transferred by removable circumferential

splines which seat themselves in an annular groove formed after the Payload

Section is joined to the Electronics Section. These removable splines are
z

installed through an aperture provided in the aft steel r-ing at azimuth 45 degrees

t An arrangement is provided for indexing one sp'Ane and the other is driven into

position using an axial force of 100 lbs. To prevent spline backup, a ta.:g on

the spline cover plate en;,aes the transverse seration provided at the end of

a.

The spline. The spline acc s cover plate is bolted to the for-mard Electronics

Section Ring by a single A-286 bolt. An O-Ring in the aft Warhead Section Ring

forms an environmental seal afber the Payload Section is combined with the

Electronics Section.



T~..E~~DA 'G C~PA'YNUMBER -1) 9 1
WfW AW OPM REV LTR ~

a-10

'U~n X- £)ii':n and. Nbteri~tIz D~ta
Se,ý TabJ6 ix4

O)UT311 TAPERED ST'LIM,~ JOINT

RcI'eroijcc: A'jM- 6A Pro7rar.I I

D21 ACC~1Pamr. 4'2.1-2

Ul4802 1433 REV. 6 65 SHEET 6L,



NUMBER Tý L-l-S t { -

A. If"NEV1,

§)3eatcrnias Section Sbell S-t•e
431u MO, •ML..S-8699

2 Involu~e Splin~es (1Pntrt or

~3) Double Tapered Spl.±nett (.)stoe 1
11130 XIL-S-18729 lormalized

K -0N" pi~ng Silicone R~ubber
5 A't Warhead Section Rind Steel

h:3o M, ?aL-S-8)99

H.1. l)-.bQ Kai

o, l wel Rivet (6W.) plocea) t5 .04 2'TM6

""7 Sealant MIL-3-880:? or BM 5-14A

8 Shel, Warhead Sectlon Aluminwu

wa•' U.T. -T•:
1!T464

I Plate. Raceway Exterasion AL tunuw,: ,.....4-rl, QGA-A-25ij11

1 o t•nel Rivet

S, 11) •lUternal InsulAtion 95,:iSilicone Rubber
.W/7% Quartz Micro-cr/stals

Dow-Cornin6 Corp.

7, DMIGN TE5 %i0Ns

a. T•rnsffer 270 K in-lb ultimate body bending load, 10 K lb

uWtim~te transverse shear load, and .)00 in-lb ultirT~te torsion load.

b. Design temperature for (a.) is 2500 F.

e. Jcint to have Payload Section intercharne capability within 30 minutes

while missile is in carrier rack.

d. MinJimzed surface saeps and gaps to satisfy radar cross section and

acrodynadics requireirEn-ts.

e. Desilq must not compromise volumetric requirements irzposeU b,,, warhead

and ClectLronics comaponents.

-__"'-_-_Table .1-

4 ts P IA 4 R r I..3 e
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~,4 ,~N~AN VREV LIP A,\

4..2 ECTLoN!CS 9ECrION (Fpuve 4.1..-1)

'Mis section is actually wn ausembly of tvo sections; the Electronics

Shell faozerd and the Motor Skirt Extencjon aft. The structura. joint componetts

are Identified av follows:

1. Electronic Section Shell with an integrally machined fitting at

the forwaxd end to accept payload sections by means of a quick

disconnect Join;.

2. Motor Skirt Extension

3. Raceimy fairing and tUbilical Cover

4.1. 2 .- .1 xL-;•"TRONI• SEC.PION FORARD JOINT (Figure 4.1.1-3)

The inte'-nblly machined ring at the forward end of the Electronics

o Section Shell is designed to mechanically interface with the Payload Section as
-J

L part of the Double Tapered Spline Joint described in paragraph 4.1.1.3.

z 4.1.2.2 MOTR SKIRT EXTESION (Figure 4.1.2-2)Uj

At the interface of the Electro•ics Shell for',.ard and the Motor Skirt

Extension is located Ihp !MecQronic Sapport . (.-" l,,et ,,. 2'. ThIe
(X
0

structural member provides a mounting surface for electronic equipment and is

machined is an integral jmart of the environmental and umbilical systems. Its

circumfferential flange is fitted with nut plates to permit attaclunent of a con-

ventional bolted spline joint. A s:,milar joint less the supporý fitting provides

the interface between the Mbtor Skirt Extension and the Propulsion Seccion.

L 3 4 P: A 14 'IF 0
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NUMBER P '
I"& gIRMCAWa c,)K~p^NyREV ORP k,,

A. PAT M ATE~iIAL

' tor Case, Fwd Dome & Skirt Steel
4335V

(20A14004) Air Wit
Vacuum Degassed
Hit. 205-:1254ps

2 Motor Skirt Extension steel
4 330M

(25A2808T) wL-S-6699
Hit. 160-18oksi

3 'Electronic Support Casting Aluminum
35 6-T6

(25A28296) QZ,-A-6o0

4'")IElectronics Section Shell Steel
4330M

(25A28613) VJaL- S- (&99
- Hit.
z
0

0,t inch Bolts BCB0~L-.
(2 place6)

BAC B3JEL5-'T
IE (2y placez)

z

6) 1/4 inch Bolts NAS 15,-4-4
- ~(43 Placel;)

B. DEBIGN CONSIDERATICN

U-
LW Cicitical condiLion is missile ejection which producces:

1. Ultimate bending load of 37 x ),&) in lb

2. Ultimate transverse shear load of 10,0W Ib at 2d20 F

Shell temp.

Tu-.e 4.1-4

:0 k 1 4
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- ~ 4.1.3 Control Section

This section Interfaces with the Propulsion Section forvard and the

* Tail Cone Section aft.

4~.1-3.1 Art-Motor Case Assembly Joint (Fig. 4a.13-1.).

Ttis joint provides the mechanical interface for attaching the Control

Seczic-.. to the Propulsion Section. It consists of a forged ring welded to the,

'aft end of the motor casing. The Hydraulic Ma~nifold is mounted on the inside of

the-forged ring aft flatnge and the Control Section Fairing is mounted on the

outside of the same flange. In addition, the Nozzle Shell is mated to the Aft

M~tor Case Ring and mechanically hell by a thrfteded retaining ring.

_j 4.1.3.2 Nozzle Closiore (Fig. !i.1.3J,2)
0

.9 A nozzle closure is includel on the aft end of tdie nozzle shell which

S se-als the motor to maint~pin the-propellant in a controlled environment prior to
Z

S motor firing. The closure is designed to rupture cleanly when the motor chairber

LU pressure rises to 1752*25 Psi at first pu~lse ignition. The closure is bonded to

S th'e nozzle shell with an epoxy adhesive. The surface which forms the outer

periphery of the nozzle closure forms an interface with the Control Section Fairingo

4.1.4 Tail Cone Section

Tiw eingle joint of tho Tail Cone Section provides the mechanical inter-

.sce with the Control Section.

4>K- A r
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A. Port jW~kvb1e tiyor

S/ Q Nozzl•e closlatle steel

SAft Closoro Shell 8teel

S4335Y
Air Melt
Vaoxauu Degassed

AW.T 205-P25Kai

( NbginO F1xhlatst Seal Silicone Pubber
(2643.352;3) ms3 j-5

T(il Cone Attach Ftting Alum(;,9•z 13• )Q4-A .,!.5014

( Seil Rotainer Ring Aluminum
!-!!(;5A?8080-1oh-2.i) 60C1-T4

QM-A-2510/11
I.T. -T6
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4.1.14.1 T~ ow~c wmno join ~u (Figure 4.1.4- 1)

2he Tlil Coma4s an serodynwaio fairing attaaohd to the aft and of the

A W-69A missile to reiuce drag force during external carry by the carrier aircraft.

The tail cone remains attached to the ialisile until rocket motor ianitiun occurs

during launch. Motor ignition causes over-pressurization of the tail cone shell,

and a approximately 33 pounds per square inch (psi) internal pressure. The Tail

Cone attachment b isning shear out, resulting in separaLion of the tail cone from

the missile.

Thrrugh-drilled holes in each of three longltudi~al depressions in the

forward portion of the spun shell, provide access to tail cone fasteners at 60,

180 and 300 degrees azimuth, for the assembly/disassembly function.

IJ
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~ - Wrench Hole

shear out

j -. Tail C om,
separation

TAL 2CCN1i" SEPMA'TTON JoIJlf Scal1e: None

'~For Desigýn CorkoideraLti. ns and Nkiteri-,Is1
Dcmte See Table 4.1-'1"

TAIL CUIC SEPARATION JOIflT

Refe~rence: AGM- 7>ý,A
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DouberTall Cone

'-(029Alrl90- 101-11) QQ-A-25O/1l

(3 usig 74.Owe Attacmint Lb61-Tt)()(29A1T91-l01- ii) QQ-A- 250/11

Plate, Filler, Tail Oone L)1T

l.T . -71

inItail. Cone 22-
(2A28289- 101-11) 20-A240/1

1H.T. -rrr

()Tail Oone Attach. 1itting P2021..
'-'(425~A1713-0 QQ-A- 250/4

7T Attuchxwnt Screvw (3 places) m. 16998-.CC

1 I'lNut Plate BAC'NIOEN

Shell1, Tail Cone 6o6i-cj
(25Az28291-lol-1l) QQ-A- 250/11-

wi 11.?. -T6

B. DESIGNJ oONsIDEI9ATIONqS:

F~iring. to withstand local aerodyniic ultimate loads of 201.3 Psi and

Tail Oone jettison i~lti~mate load of' 4130 lbs.

Ttb le .1 -7
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Small missile jolnt applications which Id•rfar from approaches uased for

AON-69A are prqsented in this section together wIth ýurAh design data as was

available.

4.P.l The &bots

A three sta6 e sounding vehicle, the Xxos started with the Ronest John

for its firpt stage. A ground-to-ground artillery rocket, Honest Johb yieldn very

high thrust for over four seconds. 'rhe secrnd stage used a Nike booster. Third

stace was provided by a verseion of the Thiokol R~ecruit known ar. the Yardbird,,

whioh bad an acceleration capability of anproximately 80 g'•. The joint used

o between the second and third stageG serves both as an assembly and as a separation

Ui joint.

7 The flared skirt on the forward stage and the coupling casting bolted to
•U

Sthe aft stage (reference Fig. 4.d-1) are both threaded on the outside of the blast

Sdiaphragm. Upon forward (third) stage ignition, the pressure of the exiting gas

0. bows the diaphragm so that the threads become diserigated from the flared skirt,

and a clean rapid separation occutrs.

This system Is generally used between stages wltch are fired in

Ssuc'cessi: without a coast period, to avoid large drag losse, caused by the

S,!!*latively lurge skirt diameter and the bhrned out preceding stage.

4f
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4,•3 The Joint Selection Process
n.. Joi

4.3.1 An example of the process which permits selection of a candidate Joint

for a particular application was the selection of the Double Tapered Spline Joint

(Ref. Fig. 4.1.1-3) for the payload electronic section interface on Aý24-69A.

4.3.2 An advanced study produced a series of candidate joint concepts, shown

by Fig. 4.3-I. Each joint was compared against a weighted list of design conside-

retions having a total numerical value of 10.0. Thus the numerical assessment

indicated that the preliminary selection war,, Concept 9, the Spring Loaded Shear

Key. However, in the evolution between concept and design, governei by more

restrictive ground rules, new candidate designs were devploped (Fig. 4-3-2) and

• a later selection was made, namely the "Tapered S-line Joint". The prime conside-

• rations for jelection from this matrix were veight, co:,t, "nd evaluation for

compatibility with missile system requlrementýs.

Consequently, i'. can be seen th.-at while thc Bolted Joint had the lowe1: t

weight and cost figures, the missile ,-,ystem requirement for wnrhead interchangea'ili

Sty within carrier aircraft bomb bay, dictated the selection of the Tapered Spline
0

Joint design.

7;%
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4rhig seotion presents g joint concept for a missile of eaprox~mately 16

to 1T inches in diameter. Its primary purpose it to provide attabsmont of a pay-

load see-ion to the main body of the missile. Its capability is intended to provide

the followirt63

1. Transfer:

a. 270,000 in-lt. uWltimato bending load.

b. 10,000 lb. ultimate trf.nsverse *hear load,

e. 900 in-lb. vdltimate torsion load.

I1. Thirty minute assembly/disamuaembly of payload section while missile

a Is ata.:- t, carrier aircraft,
-4

III. Kintmize surface gaps and.steps to satisfy rtatar cross section a&
,-

aerodynamic requl rements.

IV. Maximum possible internal volume for warhead and electroic equip.

s ent.
00I oV. Satisfy I through IV at. a diesign temperature of 270 F.U "j

4.. D3SCTIPTION

The joint consists of a forward ring attached by rivets to the nose

section, and an aft -ing similarly attached to the main body shell. The aft ring

in assembled inside the forward ring so that twelve bayonets on the aft ring pass

throigb twelve &lots in the main flange of the forward ring. (Reference Figure

4.4.1-1). As viewed from the rear, the *ft ring is rotated clockwise through

approximately six degrees (&ý'). This draws the iricined bayonet surfaces of' the

aft ring flange against matching surfaces on the forward ring flaage while

forcing the principal circumferential flanges of each to bearcp one anothler. While

thus held, the asseeoly is locked by installing a lock bolt thirougt lugs, one on

each ring, which have been drawn together by the rotation. Accesa is provided

-Mo-I
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Drt>'MAKE FROM 4339 MOD STEEL-
HEAT TREAT 160K TO 180K PSI

PONAd? 11ING LOCK
3* ZAILA

17r Not-

SO~~ L .-

AFTWNO; FIGURE 4.4. 1-1: MISSILE JOINT CONCEPT
COMPENDIUM OF MISSILE JOINTS
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'by ulot &Ad holes in the respective rings which are then covered by a single plate

Vhich restores the external contour of the body shell. Tapped surfaces on each

ring permit the assembly of a specia :l tool (Reference Figure ie.h.l-2) requxired to

assemble or disassemble the sections externally. The joint Is fabricated from

4330 MOD steel, heat treated to 160,000 to 180,000 psi.

1.. I,? 2 EVA.LUATR0N

The concept wao submttted to 0rganization 2-5560 for a preliminary

evaluation, t~he reuisOr which are provided on thF, following page.
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A COORDINATION $HEET
TO R. V~~. Gabr4LU 2..5166'O-1N.S-AW0 I

W. it. Clark 2-5166 8K-51 N•,• .•. ITEM NO.,'•

W. H1. Jecawy 2-1630 82-.26 DATE Jay~ 2., 1968
T. P. Rons, 2-1755 ec-ft MODEL

GROUP INDEX Air Carried Missiles - Structures

SUBJECT Str-actural Feasibility of Bayonet Missile Joint Concept

MYUWMNCS: (h) 2-5167-0-201 Missile Joint Concept Compendium of Missile Joints

In a preliminary qualitative struetura1 evaluation of the missile joint concept of
Ref. (a), the concept vat found to be basicaLly feasible from a structural point of
view.

In the analysis of a typical missile joint application, the maxim•m stress in the
joint was found to in the order of 40% higbher than the maximum stress in a normal
cylindrical section of the missile. Alsc a missile with this joint compared to one
without has approximately a 20% decrease In bending frequency.

A recommended change in 4ae joint from a structural point of viev is the elimination
of all sharp corners to prevent ic 7&l stress concentrations.

A more detailed stress analysis of this joint concept would depend on the specific
configuration, veight distribution, and stiffness of the missile in which the joint is
to be used. From this the mode shsaes and frequencies could be found and thus, the
effect of the joint on dknamic loads,, control interaction, and terminal quidance
effectiveness could be determined.

Prepared by J S
R. C. zIdEquist

us 4" W" NtV. 4/09
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5.0 DESIGN UONSZDERATIONS

There are many design requirements and considerations which must be kept

in mind when selecting a Joint devien for missiles. These are usually unique for

each application but usually fall into one or more of the folc~iIng categories:

(I) Ordnance Jeparation

(?) Raceways

(3) sealing Joints

(0) Extraneous Requtrewen t6

(5) (ro be added ii' necessary)

Each of these areas can te the sibject cf an entire do:1ment by itself. Conse-

- quently, no attempt i., being made to toil q covoletest .ory. However, certain
C

Sgeneral 'nfo•mation is useful for the d(,sllgn engineer to consider when making his

i select!con and Justiifying its feastIbiit,.

5.1 Oranance I paration

Information pre.sented in thi- section i iargely derived f rom the Bocing

, Research Dcuiment, Dd-.2401 3-i, urdnvnt Cooenlut• and ju•)s.sterns, De.Ain Guiid-.

'Y 'Phis document should be retferredL tf t-r addLtoni d~t. il, or expann5rn.

5.1.i Typical Ordnance Train

Figure .. 1-± snowv,, sihem,,tlcilly, an ,r<nuce tiln is.-i roro .tigt•

separation oi an expended aoo, ner fn. rea-vvI Ol tile 4:,- ktgt' boo•;t•r $klr.

(Ret'er asiu tu Figuare ý-I . Thi , figure iilsc r ''-t 1,-, :;om, 0! o he crinance

components Inmolv-d. They frŽ ,iseusd in aet1• . jnd ptcturIqj.I.v :;hown

)n F•gure• -:

4, 1
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This train ia a uniqu" configuration for one app.lication and 1i4 not

meant to be universal. It gives an idea of the influencing factorm involved

in an ordnance separation 6oint deeign.

The sequence of events which take place in this particular' dkeign it asi

foll1ows:

a. EIectrical signal activnte; the Mafe and Arm Devtce (1) which

ignites the ietonpator; (

b. The detornators (2) expiod, and ignite- the I inear ohurgii (7)

c,. The linear charge (7) explodes and separatv:: the lower stage

boot;teor from tht, !;klrt..

1.) o; tthe low+tr Ltatt: pulli awny, it pulls the 1.jnyrd on the la'e

and Amn Device (4), itrning it.

e Safe and Arm device ( 4 ) Iguites the delay booiters ().

1. After a delay period, thlý delay booLsers (C) Jgntte the primary

g. Booster (3) explode.; and ignite,,.3 the linear charge (7).

h. The linear ,hargt, ( e) expl.odesi therelly I llti'.g th,' booý;t rr,• )

1. Thl boostý?rs (5) Ignit, the charge Jý) which fxplov, , and

ibreak:; the skirt Into four pa.el; whicih are ejected 1Ly thtl• force

of the tbxp1o,,•Iun.

-iII94-

't . 1 k
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* 5.1.2 Typical Ordnance Components

* 5.1.2.1 Safety and ArmIn_4 Devi.ce

Descrip~tion

The Safety and Armning (S & A) device is a mechanism vhich controls

the make and break of continuity of electrical firing circuits and the wake

end break -".f continuity of the explosL.'e train of an ordnance sub~y-'ter,. COne-

variation of this description is for a similar device containing no explosive

or pyrot~echnic mattrial. Such a device has been identified as Safe and Arm

switch, Arm-Disarm Mechanism and Safety Switch, all performing the same function

of make and break of electrical firing circuits.

Application

The S&A device I,, incorporated into an ord!nance subsystem which,

if inadvertently activated, would rtesult in a catpe'.troph~i-- incident with

Spossible loss of life and property.

LC.

General

Eyplosive release mechanisms aVff,-t release of structural sections,

pane~is,, doors, pods, etc., by explosýivte or gas pressure failure of retaining

hardware. The common release hardwar--ý used in exploaive releases are explosive

bolt6', separaticn nuts (gas or explosive actuated), linear charge and linear

shaped charge. The description of each type of rcelease hardware, and common

applicaition of each type is noted below.

a. Explosive Bolt

1. The iexplosive bolt is a special hollo,.w bolt which is

frrvt1rei 1-Y an internal Pxpisove: charge. T'he explosive charge Is normally

a high order detonation mat-rial elth~r permane-nt;ly loadt~d during manufact-ure

c.r lim.ertoed later in tht- form of it zartrltge. Te are many different

* A 4Oz-
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5.1.2.2 Continued

confi guration,3 of xplosive bolts, most of which have considerable blast

and fragmentation when .actuated. A few manufacturers do state that their

explosive bolt will operate with no blast or fragmentation.

2. Application

Explosive bolts are used to release tension and shear

loads. The application to release tasks requiring stmulataneous actuation of

more than four release points is not recommended because of reliability

penalties.

Debign for explosive bolt application should include

z evaluation of load ratings. vs weight and envelope of the bolt, weiaht and
Q

envelope of structure and for shock and blast effects of the particular

: bolt being considered. Design for installation of explosive cartridge after
z

= bolt Installation is complete.

LajSb. Separation Nut

o 1. Description

The separution nut is aesigned for installation In a

manner similar to a regular nut in structural joining except that it will

release the load when actuated by an explosive or gas generator charge. In

the preferred configuration the exp].osive or gas generator charge is contained

in a s,:parate component to be inptalled after the assembly operation is complete.

There are several configuratlons of release nuts ranging

bttween the release of gas and fractured sections of the nut to those which

release no gaj or fractured nect!ons when actuated. Each type will perform

a satisfactory release.

C4,
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5.1.2.2 Continued

A4k . . .pliuation

The release nut must be used only to release tension loads.

Clearance holes for the mating bolts are required to allow bolt piull-out when

the release nAt is actuated. 8hear loada must be controlled by shear pins or

similar means.

Those release nuts actuated by high order detonation will,

in most cases, release some explosive blast to the surrounding area but are

relatively free from harmful fragmentation. in one application such a device

has been enclosed in a light weight. container and qualified for use in an

>- explosive atmosphere. Release nuts actuated by gas pressure will release
za

,J very little, if any, gas and will generate no shock.

Release nuts will normally be load rated in accordance with

z
Sthe load rating of the mating standard bolt.

Release nut application to release tasks which require simul-
CL

'Y taneous actuation of more than four points is not recommended because of
0

Sreliability penalties.

c. Linear Charge

1. Description

Linear charges are relatively lightly loaded, continuous,

explosive charges encased in metalJic or plastic thIUlar contalnerG. The

linear charge is alLo known as Mild Detonating Fuse (IFF), Prima Cord, and

Low Energy Detonating Corti (LEDC). The explosive qectfied for meost installa-

tion2 is leai or alitiinum encased RDX or PTN becau.se of" high reliability,

low cost, temp,ýra1;urt toleraince, safety and a high detonation velocity with

rel. &Itazit high energy shock wave release:.

I I
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C 5 '.2.2 Continued

2ý Application

Linear explosive 18 uased to rupture structural fittings

for separation of missile sections and for propagation of detonation from

one point to another in an explosive subsystem. HDX explosive has been

qualified for use at altitudes above 200,000 feet in the Minuteman stage

separation system. There has been no work done, however, to verify perfor-

mance of any linear explosive after long expos~ure, (up to one year'), to

space environment.. T.he application of explo!.ives to any task, whille exposed

to cryogenic temperature, may causýe extreme performance variation, sfee

reference ad

< d. Linear Shaped Charge

1. Description

Linear shaped charges are s~itnllar to Item Li !near

Uj Charge, except that the crosb section ts shaped to focus a high energy istream

a, in a predetermined direction to produce a cutting action. T1he linear shaped

Z) charge is also known ac "Flerible Linear Shaped Charge (fLSC)".

~.Application

Linear sha"ed charge (FISC) is used to out a -.tructura.1

material for vehicle destruction and to separate Gections from a vehicle.

The explosive cutting performance is predictable for any cf' the eommon

explcsive loads except at cryogenic temperatures.

The insta~ll,-±ion of FLS is most often~ sccoisvlish#.!d

during structural assembly beceus-e of ',he re'juireineat for accuratt iocat.iou

an6 orientation. Th'ý structure, with exlosive installed, rnl.;-; thfen be

*Irsdered an explosive component and wi~l -cn-.;re scccCiiu restrlet!,zrn,

'juring storsage and shipping;.
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51..2.3 'oosters

Description

The booster is an augmenting explosive or pyrotechnic component

of moderate sensitivity, which is used in the explosive or pyrotechnic train

to step-up thenenegy output of the primary material to initiate the compnrn-

tively insensitive main charge. The booster may be in the form of prezied

pellets or in shaped containers as required by a particilar system, see Figure

5.1.1-2 for additional example.

Application

Boosters wtllbe applied to the initiation train of explosive
.-j

.Jz components to step-up the deton.ttion rate and energy release of the initia-0
_J

ting or donor component to a level required to detonate the base charge

or receiver component of an explosive train.
&U

Boosters may also be applied to the initiation tr.iin of a gas

"C enerator or solid propellant motor to step-up the release of hot gases

0 anti burning particles into the mata charge for more rapid build up oi main
tL

charge gas pressure.

In both of thrs above systems, tre booster may be incorporated

only to reduce the tots. q•Lntity of sensitLt-e, primary explosive in the

initiation components.

in the develcpment of new explosive or gas generating systems, it

is often possible to use an off-the-shelf booster in thi Initiating train.

This must be done, hlovever, with full cooperation of the booster manuf.'ctu-

r'er since an incorrect Le-ection ccoald comprowise system performance.

'A- A
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S5.1.2.4 Initiators

Desaription

An initiator is the first component activated in an ordnance train.

It is activated by either electrical, gas presare, or me'hanical means to

start the chain of events which results in Ignition or detonation of the

main charge. The term "initiator" is a]so used to identify some components

in a seat ejection system which may not be the first units fired. However,

the function is basically the saMe as noted above.

Initiators are identified by the following common names:

a. Detonator - An initiator loaded with a high order detonation

material to initiate detonation in an explosive
0
_jScharge.

b. Squib - An initiator loaded with a flwne and gas producing

mater3al to ignite deflagratlin type devices such

as gas generators and r'ocket zotor ign5•terr. The

teri "squib" is also a comnon Jlang term used
U'
Sconversationally 'by some people' to Identify any

initiating tevice or small pre.ssure :'artridge.

(This use creates some confusLon.)

c. Primer - Nomenclat',er- used by some organizations for elec-

trical or mechanicaL fired initiators "••ich

accop.lIsh the same functions descrtbed in I and

2 above.

There are two bvisic typres of elect: i.allly f'ireý initlator., -.he

conventiona' hot w.re an-i the explosive bridge wire (ESW) types. The app'ar-

ano-? and fh:zction of Pach type, are qui~t- similar. however, the control sub-

system .,iffer considerably.

', < , ' f .
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Applictidon

An initiator 1,, used to' 4tart every detonating-or defltagratin-g

functinn. Lt. may be permanently assembled in the pyrotechnic~ or explo~ive

train (such az a prim~er in a rifle cartridge) or preferably designed for

instadls~ticn after the r"Rinlde-r of thle subsyslem h.3,: býe-n i&l or

assemubled.

Fvr-ry precautton- shoul.d b0ý taker. to preclude t~he char~ze of a~ mix-

tip between det~on~ition anid. dflgr~tirxg type ini'.ators in any installAtion.

Th'o two furections qrý' not, 1.tercharigo-alr~ and will p-robab~ly c~ui n a mql-

z unctton If $.mrrnperly aplied,

4

~p,-ee fi- P? rorrn&2t-s for lone perlodr~irr to ractiiatior, c~an .- ly be ýcroiz

p1ihtrh.-d vltth tzomr! riAý;I. Thtere hqr, b-e'n no ~ ~ s-.to *.-Orify

5L ecjoiv' -r rrx-ripK1lsnt perfonrunrJ e &ftter siivh !xpOitr-'.
I.-

o 'lertlriýally firked lriitiatorti arv noruwily lncorporqlt- into el

sdr.9yst.m in q-_ch R ma.nner that colnpletc- redundancy iz ;~~d h r~n

catv-; iost 'ýf1 -.-a SIq d'ý.s ý1xftl so ),r ~ powor, d-aal da- vuJ iring, and

!1al "--Idgewv *! The duil 1bridgewirr-- may be incorporated a.- two bridgevireýs

in c'ni initbqtoxr or two.91, .;-,Ae bridgevire initiators. In -,h caze cf two

sirng~e bri..Ig-wire Ini~ti-~ors, 'eIther iniluiator rnt~st be zarable Df rer':orxng

thecc~~t~" urction.

*~ ~*~4
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5.12.~ LIST OF RFEMENCES

Doctument DZ-24013-1, "Ordnance Compe.nents And Sub!.ystems Design

Guide", snoul~d be reforred to when designing ordnane 'icf.tvatedi separation

join~t systems. In add~ition the foll~owtng rt-ferenr'r-s are provided:

jiecgn uh

b. AFM. 1?7-100 Flyplosiye S13afvt~y YM.)nual

c. ORDF 204P70 Prope~llant Actuatedi Device-,
(Library F'ile Noic. UF5 P 20O-2TQ)

d. T5-6025 Te~st Report, Fxplusivt? Perfomance In
Extrem~e Cold (S3,.ir.n:

0
0 ~ Mt-1-36~.? (U. ~.NAVY BT-dFu-AF) Itt~t'ators,,

~iett cDfsign anci Evaliuation. of

f. AygrR:! ek,-2 Gl"neraI Range Safety Flwi
:, (Air Force Ea--*ern Tt~t BPinge wp1~t

-.Mahine DP.3ign, Jul 4, 1960, (IT 116 .- 1;2,) )#ý:-igning
j th Exnosrivon "evice-s - Pobert. F. Peinkling,

Projý-,rt Engineer-Ing Supervi sor, Aerospace
Co Comnponents Div., At-'las Chem~ical Industries,

lnc.,P V:ý]I-y Forge, Pa.
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5-P JOI?7" TRADES EXERCISE

?req'iently the- designt~r is faced with the seP'-ction of a joint

conc-ept fr--m a number of available alternativep. T1he use of a manufacturing

approach to :imtke the clecision is deýmonstrsted by thet folloving examr~le which

usei case segmeneted joint concept~n develope'd in the MAinateman Program.

The siix Jorints shown on figure 5.ý.1.-1 have been eval~itated. on

the basis of productbtlity in terrs of fabrication. time and the rtelativp

importstnce of the two. All Joints ftre connidlered to be 1,nte-rc('.,tngeabrle and'

z 5...1 L W.ALRY

Of th'! joint ýronc.o-ts conridF-red, t,',e tape-r pin and c.lt-:Ic; Joint. hrivp

re'-n slct-4epd a- be~ing tho nost dtq irebl'! in ter, of~ rii~~iy h

Jo.int req-Airei3 more Installpition effort than snme of the others. H,.io-ver, th-:

a. fln-irigs In-dicated that 1:iittt'i f&brlkation time far outwo'ighed f.'lId a~~l

o ti,,'o for thn- progr.mr concept of which thi.rý itudy was a 2art.

7he prtrnery ar1v.V.n',&S of %rnt lapý*r pin and cloŽvls Joint. *1e'ign

1.lt~hat, .1 o omc'wha. r-ýYieprer the re-quire:ment for vlore hole align~-

'T,en't. t-it xo';' other Otsgý r..Tq1ir-,. 7hirs, of co-ure, pa'~;yrt

S.1 .. 2 -'-':3C F Tin 0N

TPA2 ~PIRT~ PN1 JM~ 0fl Tt~i~ Yha r, 'u

Jc!nr No. 1, tt--r,,mdsrt.,htserpn ol

rqir- b-th -I:- hi~f~.faýrinatl-)" t irn' in'i t-'-e aA.het ss'em'-ly time t'

1, t~ oi-it! ,.-Annd nip rnrsarrn~i for this )rr* tnt, extriaordinxtry d1m,-n-

t t .2 .'-itcte tYhtt wo'ii-i ~,-v~to )-j- mninl int,, .-A i m~ki n; th rln~zs, and



VNumarp h-ie~iul-l

tho1" ~tI) ,jl' i~nlgrenb porvolualto reoqtjulroA In thom 3nlninit opimmt-lonn Th."

jiont, is tuilikfe thw' prewvent M'tnotcivua joteat in Oa Cht. Cow.,%norf oltalry

th~e vcupromeln lt*Md. Thic r'oqvirts thit t~here t'.o it cioro (11*0 7) VNt

bQiwevin pin and mat-rhing liils Trne Joitn lit aimiLatr in~ noneejit. to tho

type of she~r jn1nt uded for 1wm~rc, t'ut flom'kra hPO A 3 , foot dIltnql.Qr

whmroait thit4 desg1n In for a 10 foot Minit~eor. O~f ~vv'in grnto Uicit1.

coweie to tht- ,ct~horl of nei'etuaby. Whioreout Pommarc Jo~ntoi evuld be Uss~embled

onl1y witth th-t "id of e*,L.&tortite holrio Vxtiurt ovid the moýAt. o'mref"ý. atteil-

tion, thlix join+ (No'. 1. on Figi. can be nseiembled with Ft minimi.m

of mecbh.nira1. a't.iBril tn ni tmspanded mxle.

To ins~ure succ~eem of' MsRtmbly, the dimensional nrnuray of

the reinted pamrs mist. be near perfect. No'mal tolerncýr for Wutsor

t,- taci. c'ozmtruc Lion$ hole coordinatiozn, sixiai tk;gnment n~ d clo'"ne's Q,"

fi. 1 etwe,ýri pin ".d holes nit e nibanono-O in fa',or of !mper pri-r:iiion

0 work. Inc~reasing armi'ravy reqi~reuiento from thou sarv!th~ of an inMI ftO
U.1

tpnthousiar~dtht; or at) In('h voundk hav" b, m'irkkz effert on ftbrtivtittr'

5.2.1-1.2 TAPIER PIN JOINTv

Although at Cl rfo. &pppannee tiil, deL~gn coriniet ýipt.,fris Ito h--

about equal in complexity to the strni,;ht pin couicept, in reality they

represent opposit~e ends of the producibility spectruvi In *ermfs of' fabrics-

tion co4t% Although tlh,ýre remains row'- q'.iestion a~s to wtietker or not the

taper pini deaigu here (7onnidered c'nn be msade interchangeable, it was

%B~e that a satieffnctory design can be achieved. 3UCh a dJerign WoijL~d

provide for u positive fit,, with no allowanýe., while ekt the same time the

v~ 4AI1 '414 S
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V

Indiviiual plert taloranct rould be reltively larpf. It I* thtim ios,

prrime dimenvione1l cvt.i'ol that 1,rijngi t.he 'ot of fabr1,F,Ftton lown, ftnd

the ponitive seating of one Joint. ring on the other (sj on present Minute-

mran) that redeos, th. aasnombly time.

5.~12.3 APFM PIN, THRFAT)ED

Tbe threaned pin cuzeopt la more expensive, to fabricate than

the simple taper pin, becauae of the threads, tape atnd the nee-d for a

%eparatc t.tpered ins,-rt. Threaded pnrts are, of course, more subject to

damage thn most other kinds of f'agt•,nerv aw, the Ins-.rt would h.ve to be
0

- replaced if the threads wore to be ,lamagd.

kssembly time for the threaded taper pin J.. greatter than that

z
I. for the simple tip' red nin tecauw-t a more precise alignmrnl relationship

must k'e aihieved prior to pin insertion. On the other hand, diseasembly

s- so'lA requtre less- time because tho pins can be extracted directly. The

U. simple taper pins may have to be freed by a puller device. Finally, the

eff'-ctiveness of s tapered threade4 bolt, particularly ii vb ration, is

highly •juestionable.

5.3.1.2.24 TAPER I'GN ...... C,

There would he a ;light increase in fabrhIation costs for this

dpý-eA',n over a similar joint type in it sLeel case. Th.. dife•rence woiili b,

diw to a requIrement for ,4peci~l drilling proce-dures using high speed,

Ciamond lmpregnated cutting t(ools, end en expected higher fre-quency of

part rejectiou. Asnembly time should be identical with thjat required

for the Ateel case application.

"2 -- f
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tha~n the tpjp r plo, AJlthou~ht It)ke Vos tapar pin ioin it emrn be produied

4ainge no~rmnl f'~rtoation tole~rmyrace, it ha&b mince auftre ifd more COMP~lent~ed

sUart'so reIationishtpo t~m% necesit-ite the higher fabricat~it ecuts. Becatuse

of its self-aligzning cbaractorlstics, it requinles the .Leaft-L mosembly time of'

&i.1 the designs con'nidered. Tf the froquency o~f hvsmbl~y atir assmA

were V) be relatively high,, the loch1ýtrip woul.d bp a good design choict-.

5---,. L.OCKS'r1IP (GlAss GAJF)

As can readily be seen from the drawings, the additionw~l Complexity

as I -1!stdwith. att~lching Metal. rings to fibe-glaafý ease structaire wou.14

vaebasta:ýtlaJ.y contribut~e to the cout of' this design voncept. Ilie a-;sembly

S time w.ou~ld, of course, be the some U3 that ror th'ý othpr loc.'kstrip Joint.

Thf5..1. dM~.Liretfco),Snor ~iisoc1.at'pd with the actuzil fabrica-

Sttor -1i tht variour, Joint ringe #esign line~pts tend~ to vary cver a rather

wide rar from 1417 mgmlintrA txr 900 manho'ire. This i% a ratio of 2..65

* bet~ween the costs of the mns~t expensive~ dieigii and t.ýf least ~r~:ie

Tt'.-iol~g crsi were not inr~1uded because of the uncertainity of smortlzmtlon

ffc,-ýrj bhr. If the~y hadu bven eonmidt.e~red, t1,e spr(%r.& wou.id be ev.en greateir.

TnP doest~n ,-Once~pt nonplderedi to have the higheF~t fab'ric'ationi cos*,- woulA

albo requirow the mopt t~pnsiti tooling. A more .det~iled explanation I' hs

In'r/1
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4~p.'~~¾.3.1 Cor'tinaed

RELATIVE PRODUCBZBILITY OF ENOINH CASE
SEMM11ING JOINT CONC"PTS

Joint Type Parts Fubripatlon *Relative

Easimated Manbours PruduCibil ity

I. Straight Pin 900 2.65

2. Taper Pin 340 1.00

3. Taper Fin, Threaded 500 1.47

4. Taper Pin (Glass Case) 400 1.18

5. Lockstrip (Steel Caae) 380 1.12

oj 6. Lockstrip (Glhss Case) 700 2.06

I,-

z
- •'~~IGURE ..-

I-

B* ased or the eP tabliuhment of 1.00 for baseline and
assigning this valae to the lenst expensivt doslgn

UH 9 /,01A

J9 4' A
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The manhours associated with assembly and disassembly factions, althob

much smaler In mailtudes, vary over a range almost as great as that required for

part fabrication. Bere the ratio is I : 2.265between the least and the most time

consuming concepts. This could be of real aignificsace if assembly and disauseebly

became a frequent occurrence, and in any oaaie is important from the standpoiat of

possibly proloaging, the field ussembly operation.

RELATIVE ASSEKULY EASE ASSOCIATED WITH
MIME CASE Sh06hrING JOIN: CONCEPTS

Joint Type Estimated Manhours *Relative

Assembly Dis-Assembly Assembly Ease

1. Straight Pin 7.5 7.0 2.26

2. Taper Pin 4.o 6.o \1.56

3. Taper Pin Threaded 6.7 4.7 1.78

4. Taper Pin (Glass Case) 4.0 6.0 1.56

5.' Lockstrip (fteei Case) 3.0 3.4 1.00

6. Lockstrip (Glass Case) 3.0 3.4 1.00

F1IOE 5.2.1-3

SBased on the establishment of 1.00 for baseline, and assigning
this value to the design reqiring the least assembly and dis-
assembly time.

5.2•.1.3.3 cocLuIONS

It can be seen from Figure 5.%.1-2 that the taper pin joint concept

is the easiest to fabricate, and from Figure 5.2.1-3 that the lockstrip joint

_concept is the easiest to assemble. The lockstrip is somewbat more costly to

fabricat, than the taper pin concept, while the latter is about 1 1/2 times more

tis &NONn~A" to _sijbe

biIEEl

Us 44,12 14340ftI(I. 4A.A
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5V. 5.2.1.3.3 (Continued)

There are no doubt several criteria by which the relAtive iportance of

these different manufacturing operations mig.ht be measured. In the absence of

specific direction In this matter, however, cost was assumed to be the primary

factor. On the basis of cost above, it would be necessary to perform the assembly

and disasoembly operation 12 times before installation costs would exceed initial

fabrication costs. Since the operational concept being considered calls for only

8 removals per wing per year after initial emplacement, it would be about 10 years

before assembly costs associated with joint design equaled the initial cost of

joint fabrication.

$,HEH-• /10

-K_____



5.3 SIMLTIN JOITMM

When Joints~ must act~as #'ff1,ent seals %n v---U as structuratl

members, eertain general prqCrties munst be followve4. The follawtng Is a

1check list." which tht- 'nginfeer can use in hiv desIgn development. Tt

does not cover metal. sealtso

(6) Sealing masterial ishould nover "work" from the loe~is

passing throt* the Joint..

Mv' Shear lo~ads ~irried by the joint shoul~d bypas.s the seal If

polisible.

(~)The seal is subjected to the same thermal, ibhemlmcaA and

pressure environment as the rest of' the joint. It must be dpsignt- for

(d) Avoid thin~, narrow g~iskets. Thpir reliability I.- poor.

R.e'3iablity Is related Uo th7e pressurze required to ac.hi#eve i

s. eal which Is propo-tiona.1 to gasket area. Pressure -is a~ propo.-tional

to the width to thtiei ratio in show nFgr .31 hsfgr

:3 shows the minimum~ sealing st.1ress requIred for a cork and rubber guaket

waterial. The ourve is rasentially the samle f'or any materLia, the orly

difference be-ing a vertic'eJ shi~ft. Fig-ire S,1-0 indfI7aton- thcŽ re~rhtiv-

differences bot~ween many mate-rials.

SIp
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de.s4tl e 4.•voptm 8fttd aksf,, h I OU. casia,. To r .alle wetl&' Sn4

eost ovials trco 0*e use of fiberigoas t o p~toe

reX,1bt. meMhaaal Joist Is rm4ret. lovever, *A 1ov Waring &nd akeer streagtk

of res•n MeuItees force tho e atnoer t*4,6eloqp iaque joint designs enoompassing

8& to fiberglass or even, fiberalr• to teeglaa'Lauinatee, *&,pable of develop-

too t~ke tOU- 'strength of the baeso fiberglass sructure,

6.1 OTOMRCAI OONOB 'CONZSDIM

611.1 In this seo.tiu, joint designs are considered for the two promising

g ofteepts for sopenting filn aftc wound rocket motor cases, UlListrated In

F]•&we 6,2.1-1. These are (a) the circumferentil•ly *%pentaed case (or segmented

concept), and (b) the longitudinally cemented case (or modular concept)" The

"* seMqated concept c(rtituet of a forward closure, aft, closure, and cylindrical

center segments coseected by libh•i•ht pinne NoAnts. The modular concept is an

assembly of uevemrl modules, composed of filaments oriented on meridional lines,

tuat form pOUttOs of th. forward esl aft, o3losur• and are mechanically fastened

to the foroord and aft polar rings. The otaer cylinder is of prefabricated hoop

rings or oirounferemtial windings.

6.1.2 BUGHENM CASE LIOG SIGNT JOVW

6.1.2.1 sinee mechanica"Y fastened joints. are necessarily thIcker than the case,

they offer greater restraint, to radial txpansion than does the case- If the joints

are reinforced with steel, the differential gtowt is further exaggerated by the

contrast in elastic moduli (10.5 x i0• psi for glass vs &o x 1i psi for steel).

To minimize the contrasti, tw was &ado of the ability of the filaments to orient

themselves. If the joint 1 located at the UAgent, point of tU closure and the

cylinder, the closure conour sad its filament path can be readily calculated to

U I 466t 1 434 4 •I[Vs /
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ob tan e 2A .L W growth required to eliminate dsecont"nuty forces, The ease

grwtS h can be made to coincide with the joiat growth by inag the ritleAL angle

prinaiplej that 1i, as the wrapping angle exceeds 54 3/4 4egrees, the r•tio of

hoop strain to helical strain decreases.

Because rocket'motor performance requirements for most applicationss

dJ1tate joint locatione and winding parameters, the joint concept deveLoped vas

designed to provide the same radial restraint as the as*e. Trade studies indicated

the elevis type Joint of Figure 6.1.2-1 to be the most efficient concept, The

clevis Joint is composed of thin, high strength steel shisS, laminated between the

, helical layers of the case with the hoop windings wound outside the Joint region.

• It should be noted that the hoop and helical windings are interspersed in the case

and that the hoop layers terminate at the start of the shims. The interspersion

- ' of hoop and helical vindings requires an exterzal skirt attachieut. A design

analysis of the joint is provided in the Reference (a.) docuaent.(See 6.3.

6.1.2.2 SKIRT ATTAC TN JOIr

S 6,1.2.2.1 Experience has indicated that under the influence of high longitudinal

strain in the case and compressive strain in the skirt, a pure resin bond between

skirt and case is unsatisfactory, or at best unreliable. To circumvent this

problem, a concept was developed which uses a layer of elastomeric material between,

skirt anw case to reduce shear stresses and improve reliability. This joint is

shown schematically in Figure 6.1.P-2. A free body representation of the effect

of both Skirt Compression and Case Growth on the Joint is shown on Figure 6.1.2-3.

An analysis of such a joint together with a discussion of its fabrication problems

is included in Reference (a.).

40L-*
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:Longstedipi~ direction$,t" u bya h tosntlne t or t o o bt

4004s. !bO domes described'by themouecostofnllngudalibr,

etilstrength or the cy'indrical. section lisup~plied by hoop rings 'wtaeh are

'fitted over the as~sembled moduJes. Thea.e hoop' riz~s alsoo oss fpeu n

preformed. nidliAirotinal,. dbers.

441.34.1.DO !UIJOIn? (TyP A)

The tbnsion, load in the module is transferred intc steel. foil

Whi~h is Ititeg~ral3.y wrappe& vith the m(8Aul.. The foil In turn carries the'load

into a bolted joint connecting the adapter ring (Reference Pigure 6.3-) Thes

a.nalysis Is basically uimuilar to that presented for the segmented joint referenced

in ý6.1.2~-l

6.,3l.')DbUiX- JOW~ (TfPS B)

This Ug~t veigkht claevis joint provides a waiqiae design which eliminates'

beadivig oxad aass~re~s strain compatibility at the polar ring equal to that carried

by the o~ater plate.

6.,1.3.1.3 FABRICATXOW ?IPOL=i8

Steel sheets designied to carry bearing loads in the joint areas are

laminated between tha glass. Any necessary reinforcseant or filler clothe are

added to aon.jwetlon vith the steel Uaminates. Wbun loading permits, tho skirts

are wrapped as an: inte~a; part. of it hoop rU*Ins itead of using the elastosoric

bond discussed iin 6142. (Rferae~e, Oigure 6..f3.be foLlowing requ~irements

doused extreme *ar'e tn laminattng 'the steel with the modulel
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X 6.2 RECENT STATE OF THE ART DEVELOPMENTS IN THE SHIM Jr"

SBuilding on earlier technology, the Bendix Corp. dy,

the results of which are presented in this section. It is consiL,,i -,t cial of

similar efforts conducted by other sources and represents an advance in the state

of the art of Shim Joint Concept development. The information source is identi-

fled by reference b. together with related references a.1 and c. through

i. of paragraph 6.3.

6.2.1 ABSTRACT

This paper describes a shim joint concept that was developed to

improve the efficiency of joints for attaching to composite material structural

memlbers. Theý shim joint concept reinforces the composite material in the region

o of the joint with thin metallic layers which permits employing a conventionalA

"•., shear pin Joi1it between the composite members and a mating fitting. Design

z parameters are defined and design data are established. Improved methods for

fabricating the reinforced tube ends and improved testing fixtures are developed.
U)

SAn advanceZ optimization technique has been applied to the design of the shim
CK

o joints. It is shown that design parameters can be optimized conveniently by the

structural synthesIs approach in determing the minimum weight configuration. The

results indicate that the shim joint concept can be successfully applied to

composite members without prohibitive attachment weight penalties.

6.2.1.1 INTRODUCTION

It has been determined Lhat structural tubes fabricated of composite

materials would be lighter thapa tubes made from wore conventional materials such

as Steel, aluminum, or titanium alloys. Howevcr, even though s•ructural menThrs

can be made lighter with composite materials than with the more cor•mot ý,ietal

alloys, the weight of rcialforcing composite tuLe ends and joinin6 them to und

f ittiivi•limpose penalties. As a result, the significant weight saving

potential of composite materials may tend to be offset somewhat by the weight

SHE ET t1
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penalties imposed by joining the tubes to end fittings. The design of efficient,

lightweight joints between composite tubes and end fittings is, therefore, a

necessary element in the development of c~omposite structural components and require

formulation ol design criteria and analysis techniques.

The development of joints for composite material structural members

has been studied extensively by a number of. invwstigators. Most of the previous

efforts have been confined to either bonded or mehanlcai joints. However, both

of these joint types possess inhercnL limitations.

This paper describes a shim joint concept whiCih considerably reduces

-he+. I.imitations and improves the efficiency of the joints. The basic geometry

of the shim joint is pre.sented in Figure 6.2.1-1. The shim layers are of uniform

z
o thickness and constant length in the longitudinal direction. The composite tube

end is separated Into several layers and bonded to the shlim layers by an adhesive.

A single circumferenttal. row of conventional shear pins Is used to transfer loads

L -- from the composite tube, through the shim layers, to the mating part.

al Most of the information presented therealter refers to fiber glass

o composite tubes subjected to tensile load. However, this shalL not be inter-

preted as the limitation ol the shji. Joint vollcept.

The composite maLerial used Lo establish design data cousisted of

AF-994 glass filamonLt and Shell Ciernica•a C.ompany's 58-681R rosin sytemu. The

shim material was Ai-355 1;eei (ailtiinate tensile strength 260 ksi).

o.2. I.7 ANALYSIS OF ATTACIINEN'L AREA

Analysis of the configuration in i gure 6.2.1-1 resulted in an

extensive list of potential design parameters. Moqt ol the goometri" variables

are detintd in Figure 6.2.1 -1. A complete listing ()I geometry variables Is

presented below.

a - distance from pin row centerline to tube end

(1) outside (liside) tube diameter
01

1) (jij)" outside (inside) tube diameter in attachment area
oj i

: - a 5Hflfji t' !

S 4&O? tal)4 t•'.9 l~
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D (D outeLdo (inutda) pin diameter

P.*distanco from pin row conturline to batk edge of shims

-total lont~h of reinforce~d attachment area (L, + L)

1. r longth of reinforcIng ring

LWlungitadirtial length of m.etal~lic shim layer (Z. + a)

Lt W wail thickness transit~ion zone

NC* number of' filament layers In tube wall that do not extend

"IF Into the attachment arva

N -number of pins along the tube circumference
p

N - numbur of metallic shim layers

t-thickne.-it of the adhoesivic laytcr joining the metallic shim

to the compor-ite material
A

t wthickne.-As of compIosite layers which, do not extend between

L thickness of compositc layers between shims

t maximum thicknuss of the transition length circumferential
r

ruinforcing r ings

t - thickness of intallIic 9hiin layers

14- circumferential distance between pin centerlines

And the masteria~l weight densities are denoted in the design procedure

as follows:

w - density of the composite materiail

U)a-density of Lthe adhesive material

-f density of the filler material

p-density of tke pin material.

- donsity of thle metallic. shim n material

Mechanical fasteners In shim reinforced composite materials produce

imich the same failure mode as in metals. -The following analysis consIdersj those

potential failure modes resulting from axial tension-loads on the joint. Net

Ls _61 __ _____
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area tvnsile failure, pin hole bearing failure, hoop tension failure3 shear bearing

tear-ouL failure, and pin shear failure can all be produced by vatiation of design

parameters. Failure can also occur due to excessive shear in the bend Joint

betwten the shim and the composite inaterial, or by delamination of the fibrous

layers in the tube wall thickness tratsition length.

6.2.1.2.1 NET ARIA TENSION

Joint failure may occur in tension along the pin row centerline if

the net tension area becomes sufficiently small. T1hie ultimate strength of the

net tension area depends on the ductility of the metallic shim material when a

low elastic modulus composite is used. The composite material in the net tension

area can support high stress if the shim can be strained sufficiently. For this
z

reason, the combined steel and composite areas were utilized 'in calculating the

L' anet tension area stress (A ).
4

Nt)

St=(W - Dop) (D -o D - .006N + s (1)
S~2

where W WTD ./N. The ultimate tension load is given by:
oj p

Pult N pKtu t tu 
(2)

where K is the ultimate tensile efficiency factor and F is the ultimatetu tu

tensile strength of the metal.

The allowable tensile stress is a function of the D /W ratio as in
op

Itg strength study. Flat plate tests were conducted to determine tensile allow-

ables and results are presetted in Paragraph b.2.1.3 of this paper

6.2.1.2.2 PIN iCLE BEARING

Test results have indicated that bearing failure of shim reinforced

composites normally occurs as a result of shbi, buckling. Buckling strength is a

f"unction of individual shim thickness, t., and the unsupported metal span length,

U 2 4#02 1414 PE- .
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"D, •The bearing allowables are presented in Paragraph 6.2.1.3 of this paper as

a function ot the ratio D /ts. The allowable pin bearing area and the ultimate
op

tension load are:

A.r - Nt (3Ab Nst s Dop (3)

P ult UNpKbrAbrFtu (4)

where Kbr is the bearing efficiency factor.

Since the failure mode is acLually one of 4tability, the degree of

restraint due to clamping mUSt also be considered in establishing allowables

for this failure mode. A joint which is tightly clamped by a threaded nut on the

pin wAll produce much highier bearing stresses Lhan an identical joint which is

not clamped or restrained. Clamping of the flat plate tests were adjusted to

duplicate that expected in the composite tube attachment.

6.2.1.2.3 HOOP TENSION

SHoop te~nsion can occur when the pin row is placed too close to the

tube end. For unidirectional composite plies, the tensile strength of the glass

epoxy system is quite low In the transverse directions, therefore, the composite

material was not considered to be effective in ýransrnitting hoop stress during the

establishzient of allowables. Further testing would be required to establish

allowables for attachments Which Ink-orporatU, plies oriented at an angle to the

member axis. The allowable is defined in terms of the shim material ultimate

tensile strength anv is a function of the a/D ratio. The hoop tension areaop

isgie b t~folwig xresonp

At : t a op (5)
it t _______

The ultimate load for the joint is

SPut WNpKtAhtF (6)

Shtil L W
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where is the hoop tension efficiency factor, further explained In Paragriph

6.2. .3.

6.2,1.2.4 SHEAR BEARING

Past experience with lug design would indicate that shear bearing

'failure could also occur if the pin row is placed too close to the end. There

were no clearly defined occurrences of shear bearing failure during the flat plate

test series of this study. It has been suggested that the tubular members may

be more susceptible to shear bearing failures since the tubular geometry possesses

more lateral constraints than the fiat plate specimens. Only tubular test data

can ascertaLn this fact.

6.2.1.2.5 BOND
z

To design a bonded shim joint for ulLimate loading, it was necessary
w

to use average shear strength allowables from flat plate tests. The shim area

aZ which was considered to be effective In bond is shown in Figure 6.2.1 2 to be a

function of both a and t. An effective bond length k , was defined by dividing
uJ

>-• the shaded bond area by the width, W.

0
W W (k + a) - N (a D +-D 1).£ p op 8 op(C= (7)

e-
N

The ultimate load for a shim joint is g1ven by

P t 2N A F (8)
ult s a

where A 5 Ze W, and V is the allowable shear stress, defined in terms of thes e S

effective bond length X

6.2.1.2.6 WALL 1hICKNESS TRANSITION ZONE

From a weight standpoint, it is desirable to make the transition

length as .short as-possible. As the transition length becomes shorter, however,

the radial forco component which tends to separate the fibrous layers (delaminate)

at the base of the transition length becomes greater. These radial forces create

US 460 144d E V.2 I I.9I#
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tensile strain concentrations at the iniLial'oeparatton point of adjacernt layers

which must not exceed the ultimroto tunuile strain for the resin in tho composite.

The tenslew atriun at the separnt.ion point can be controlled by delsigninsg chi

wrap rointorcement rings at both the inside and outside diameterm to restrict

radial movement, Tho transition zone wts analyzed by using ha finite element
Itodri. Of b.~ama and springs. rThe thlckness of the required reinforIng ring Ia

• )2 P " u(P(t= o . )ut (9)
r

14EF y

where P1 Js the radial force on the exterior layer, (Pi~u1  Ls the allowable

radial force on the exterior layer and y the allowable radial diaplacument uf

-j

J the exterior layer. Both (P ) and y values may be established through
-J

-i analytical-experimental studies (Referencv.. h, pp. 88-99).

6 6.2.1.2.7 PIN SHEAR

The pins are loaded in double shlar and the. design requires saLiply

Sthat the cross-sectional area be large enough to ensure that the shear stress
L-

o does not exceed the ultimate shvar strength of the material. If hollow pins are
U'

i used, the ratio D, ID must bh low enough to ensure that the pins will not crush"lp op
or buckle. T'he ultimate load for tOh pinned Joint as governed by pin Shuar is

given by:

P =2NF (10)
ult p p) S J

where A is the pin area, and F the ultimate shearing strength of the pin

p s,

material.

6.2.1.3 I'LAT PLATE TESTS

The flat plate test specimen (Figure 6.2.1-4) was developed to

enable inexpensive determination of ultimate strength design allowables for the

various failhre modes in a shim Joint. The presence of tree edges on the sides

of the flat plate configuration prevents exact simulation of the tubular joint,

VUS 4142 1414 0FV. 1.99
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Is f8 elt to be a4equiate f or most -;ailuxro ao9es

The f lat plate specimen, used in this study is best descvlibed b

'Sture 6.2.1-4. Five 0.02 inch steel shim layers, were used in each of the

;1at plate apecimerits, but. the other materials were included in varying quantities

ta ýproduce f milure, modes which Vera of interest. The composite material was

ccompoued of 65 percent glass, by volume, and 35 percent resin. The W dimension

was f iXed at. 1.0,inc-h. Also tests conducted during this study have Included only1K ~longitudinal fibers between the shim:. aýrhrtsigwl be required to deter-

The spocimens were loaded by a~pin'through the shim joint'aiid by a

friction grip on 'the opposite end. The shim pack was clamped lightly during the

testt imulate thie clmigatoepce rmamtlfitting mating with

ultiatestrength design allowables.

6.2..3.1 NET AREA TENSION

The net area tension data is shown in.Figure.6.2.1-5. The calculated

stress values were divided by the ultimate tensile strength of the shim material

to form the net tension efficiency factor, K .u A, mean allowablt, curve is shown

superimposed on the test data. The mean-allowable is defined in terms of

/ W by the expression:

V .. K 79.33 (1
143,75 - 10.0 13 /W

which was used in the net tension area failure envelope in the design.

Dat~a points denoted as "lower bound" values arise from tests in

fwhich failure occurred mither In a different mode, or in a combination of mode.
#7 which included the one of interest;

SHEET
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6. 2. 1. 3. 2 P B

Figure 6.2.1-6 shows the flat plate pin bearing scrength data plotted

versu t oe D /t ratio. The bearing ultimate stress values have been divided

by the ultimate tensile strength of the shim material to form the pin bearing

efficiency factor, K The curve was derived entperically and is defined by

Kbr = 3.0 - 123.8 (12)
107-I) /t

op s

Equation 12 was used as t~ie pin bearing, failure envelope in the optimum design

procedure.

Pin bearing failure Is of special interest because it is more ductile

than other failure modes. When structural members are fabricated from brittle
-j

materials such as fiber glass, it may be desirable to design the assembly such

that initial failure occurs in the attachment {,v pin bearing to avoid catastrophic

# . failure of the assembly.

6.2.1.3.3 HtOOP TENSION

The hoop tension test results art? plocted in Figure 6.2..1-7 as a0

function of the a/D ratio. Again a mean allowable curve has been derived to
op

flt the tvst data. '1he mean al lowa1 le curve is obtained bv

K, = ;~3.•1.73 ( 3

a/. + oii5
op

which was used as the hoop tension lailure envelope In the design procedure.

6.2.1. "•.4 BOND

Tfte eff-ect ive lengtt, of bond for flat plates, * was defined Ine

terms of both "C' and "a" by

-(• + a) - a D - r 1)- (4L)C op op

Figure 6.2.1-3 shows tie text data plotted versus the effective

V 1 460 1 f 14 F•,l'•
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length. The solid line curve represents the bond strength of the AF-1i (3M

Corporation) adhesive tape, and the dashed line curve shows the bond strength

for the BR-1009-49 tack primer (American Cyanimid Corporation). An algebraic

equation was derived to fit the AF-il1 shear strength'. The curve is defined by

5130

k+ 1.95

where f is the average adhesive shear stress.S

The AF-11 adhesive film produces thicker adhesive layer than the

BR-1009-49 tack primer. It can be shown (Reference b, pp. 10-12, pp. 75-87) that

thicker adhesive layer does reduce the shear stress concentration factor.

6.2.1.3.5 TRANSITION ZONE

'J Two flat plate speciments were tabricated without the excess trans-

verse fiber glass layer to study the delamination failure mode in the thickness

-transition zone. The specimens did fail by delamination as expected, and the

data were used to establish allowable stress level in the circumferential,

reinforcing ring, design T- Ire.

U1 6.2.1.4 OPTIf•lU DESIGN

A feasible design is one that behaves satisfactorily und,1r the

specified conditions. In general, it is possible to find more than one feasible

shim joint design for a given composite tube. If one of the design features is

taken as the design objective, it is possible to find a feasible design which is

most favorable as judged by the design objective. In the present study, weight

was chosen as the design objective.

6.2.1.4.1 DESIGN CONSTRAINTS

A shim joint is considered feasible if it satisfies the following

design constraints:

1. Net section tension:

SHF'F1
U . . ... . - • .. ..... -.. 4
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W ( I - NPD] .(D 0o- Dii) -Nctc + Nsts]

XKtu Ftu >P ult (1.6)

2. Bearing

N D N t K Ftu P (17)
p op s sbr tu- ult (7

3. Hoop tension

N (a--I D )N t r(
p 2 op S skhtttu - Pult (18

4. Bond

*N(°+ I)I )R.F > Pl
7Ns( j+1 ij Z e Fs- >Plt (19),

z

5. Circ reinforcing ring

t > D 20rr-t> o i ILl (20)'

m 4EYa

It 6. Pin

C-N L2 > >

"I op L-- u t (21)

6.2.1.4.2 OBJECTIVE FUNCTION

To write the objective function, the weight of each joint component

is expressed in terms of the design variables:

1. Fiber glass composite:

S2 2 D 0 D I N t
Wfgi op p 2

'4 0 IP.- 0 N* t)L

-N ct Lc (22)

SHU!, RID !
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-N:•; 2. Sh~im

1 ). . l o J + D i ' 2 N( 3• ~ ~ ~~~W = N t - - - N ( )8• a a 4 op p

Sz'

S3. Circ wrap ring:

•I•"[, r" (Do + DI) t tan •(4

4. Filler

W (1o) + D NsL(t + 2 t W(25)

r

5. Pill

W 7t D2 op () - NC(

"3. Circp wp r ing/

W + N (t + 2ta) + 2 t (26)

5 pin j a PO )j PL~

S where Z is the pin length required outside shim pack to conneeL the mating

U.

U fixture.

As a structural member, the total length of the composite tube Is

fixed. An increase in the joint length naturally causes a decrease in the uniform

section portion of the composite tube. Consequently, the increase of weight due

to longer joint length is partially compensated by a shorter basic tube section.

Since the point length is a design parameter, the total joint weight does nog

reflect the addstonal weight superimposed to the c tbe.

For this reason the shim joint objective function is defined a m:

W W + W + W + Wf+t o fg s r b P

. (Do2 D L2 w (27)-

wrlch is the we igh t added to the structural member by the atachment.

whc ste egtade ote sthcua eme r .yeatahet

I
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}+' Now the design problem may be stated as: to find the minimum of

.Y, equation 27 subjected to the condition of equations lb through 21. There are a

number of directly applicable mathematical methods for the solution of this

type problem. The method selected in this study was the steepest descent. The

net attachment weight was taken as the objective function and the condition,,

equations 16 to 21 were reated as constraints. Then the objective function was

minimized under the constralnts.

The method used is a descent routine. Starting with an initial

solution, steps are taken Lowards new points at which the value of the objective

function is improved. The iteration process continues until a minimum is reached.

z (Reference b, p. 95)
0

4 ]The procedure described above has been programmed in Fortran IV to

Sform a basic optimization routine. The routine has been successfully used for

numerous design problems. When applied to the design of shim joints, the input

, consists of:

1. Number of design parameter, number of constraints.
U.

2. Lhuit of interative cycles.

3. Initial step length.

4. Tolerance range for each constraint.

"5. Applied load.

6. Tube geometry.

7. Mechanical properties of materials.

8. Design constraints.

9. Initial design parameters.

10. Optimal information.

If allowable stress Is expressed as a function of design parameters,

it is convenient to incorporate allowable stress expressions in the program.

I~ The program output consists of:

1. Design parameter.

SHEET I
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2. Information concerning any violation of constraints.

3. Direction of movement.

4. Weight of each shim joint component.

5. Value of the objective function.

The program was executed on an IBM :360/44 computer. Artificial

constraints may be added to iimprove convergence. For example, the minimum

practical values of a, t and t may be treated as artificial constraints. For

six design variables and eleven constraints (including artificial constraints

for convenience) the average running time was five to six minutes. It was observed

that usually after twenty-five iterations the variation of objective function was

Z in the order of one thousandth of a pound. IL was also observed that different

• sets of reasonable initial conditions all lead to practically identical objective
LO

' function and design parameters. For all practical purpose the objective function
'-

t- obtained, in twenty-five iterations may be taken as the minimum and the corres-

Cw ponding design parameters the optimum design.

• 6.2.1.4.4 EXAMPLE
UJ

The optimization procedure was used to design the tubular joint for

the final structural test of this 4rogram. The design allowable expressions

obtained from the flat plate data were used in the constraint equations 16 through

21. The design was performed with the following parameters fixed:

D 3.0 In. Di 2.928 In.

Doj 3.095 In. Dii 2.833 In.

Dup/Dip = 0.8

F 260 ksi F 1i0 ksi
t u Su
S= 0.009 In. t 0.00b In.

a c
3

w - 0.074 Lb./In.
w 0.283 Lb./In. 3  0.040 Lb./In.

Lf

]•V2 At o f1O T424t a , . 6I.01
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With exception of N (number of pins), the remnining design parameters were
p

allowed to vary iu the optimization routine.

The routine does not handle discrete variables and it was Impractical

to treat N as a continuous variable. To determine the optimum number of pins,
p

the number of N was varied in consecLutive runs having otherwise identical input.
p

The resulting joint designs are shown in Table I. The table includes both, a)

the weight added to the basic tube by the reinforcement and pins(objective function

and b) the total weight of the joint section. The pins were considered to be
-J

Shollow and made from 180 ksi ultimate tensile strength steel.
0

The objective function is plotted as a function of N in Figure
Ui p

S6.2.1-9. As the plot indicates, the eleven pin configuration is clearly the

t optimum one for the specified problem.

6.2.1.4.5 EFFICIENCY OF THE SHIM JOINT CONCEPT
I-

0 A comparison can be made by studying a composite tube having shini
*ILU

J joits with tubes of other materials designed to meet the same loading requirement.

In Figure 6.2.1-10 the weights of constant strength tubes have been plotted

versus tube length. The metal tubes are assumed to have identical strength in

tension and compression. Two curves are shown to reflect the different tensile

and compressive strengths of 5,00:1,900 fiber glass. Thin wall buckling and

column buckling are not considered. The fiber glass tube weights include 0.7

pound to reflect the weight added to both ends of the tube by the minimum weight

eleven pin attachment of the previous section.

Examination of Figure 6.2.1-10 reveals that for design governed by

tensile strength, fiber glass tubes are more efficient than aluminum for tube

length of 5.0 inches or larger and lighter than steel or titanium for tube lengths

exceeding 7.5 inches. If compressive strength governs the tube design, fiber

SHEET ¶45
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glass is more efficient than aluminum for lengths greater than 6.5 inches, and

lighter than steel or titanium tube lengths exceeding 12.0 inches.

6.2.1.5 MATERIALS AND FABRICATION

Materials

The filament composite materials employed In this study consisted[•; of AF-994 glass filaments and Shell Chemical Company's 58-68R resin system.

The metal shim was made of AM-335 steel coil., eight inches wide,

0.02 inch thick, and o' continuous length. The shim cleaning procedure employed

was originally developed and reported in Reference e.

The bond between the corrosion resistant steel shims and the filament

composite material was provided by a structural adhesive. Two types of adhesives

Swere evaluated. The first was BR--1009-49 tack primer as supplied by the American

SCyanimid Corporation, and the second was AF-Ill strct,:tural adhesive fiber furnished

Sz by the 3M Corporation. BR-1009-49 tack primer was utilized during the early phase

of the program. A primer coating of uniform thickness of approximately 0.005 inch

f- was obtained, and was oven cured for bO minutes at 315'F. AF-1I1 structural film

was utilized during the later phase of the program. The adhesive film was applied

to the steel shim and stored at 40*F until ready for use.

Holes were drilled through the fiber-resin-shim-composite to permit

insertion of shear pins. Carbide-tipped or full carbide drills were used. Holes

larger than 0.250 inch diameter can be drilled in successive steps of approximiately

0.375 inch diameter increase per step.

6.2.1.5.1 FLAT PLATE SPECIMENS

The flat plate filament composite specimens utilized in this program

were specially wound on a winding machine. The test specimens were wound over

Lwelve-inch by two-inch aluminum maudrels.

Vi2 4R00 I14 *FV. a -r I
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G'uida blocks were provided on one ond of the mandrels to facilitate

.. lting thu MeLa8 shIms as they were wound into tho ends of the specimens. Two

mpocimenH wore wound simultaneously by utilizing both sides of the mandrel. The

wrapped mandrels were then cured for four hours at 350'F. The specimens were

removed frout the mandrol by cutting the glahs composite along the edges with a high

oNped cutting disk. The sides and ends were trimmed with a hand saw and flat plate

dtmk snnder.

0. 2. L'. . 'U I•

Open end cylinders were fabricated two at a time by winding a double

oength cylinder and then cutting it into two cylinders. The cylinders were wound

uvor mandr•ls machined from salt block which was later removed by dissolving in hot 3

.9# water. Thin corrosion resistant steel shims, in the form of narrow circumferential

band6, were wound into the cylinders on each side of the planned cut which would

separate the two cyi inders. Subsequent to removal of the salt mandrel, a circum-

* tforontlal row of ýioles was drilled through the wall of each cylinder in the shim

rwarea for later insertion of shear pins.1.-

' .(•. .16 b STRUCTURAL TEST

N 6.2. 1.6.1 TEST FIXTURES

Ultimate strength testing ot the final tubular joint design required

the fabricat iuit of two separate test lixturus. one fixture is a clevis-type

which mates with the reinforced attachment area of tht tube to form the pin joint.

The fixture was fabricated in two pieces to avoid the expensive machining which

would he required by a monol'lhlc assembly. The two pieces were held tightly

together by a nut during drilling of the pin holes. The nut was used to insure that

equal loads would be applied to the pins on the inside and outside diameter of the

tube.

The second test fixture2 (hIeference b, pp 97-100) held the opposite

end of the tubular specimen which was reinforced only by fouvr additional layers of

filament material. The fixture employed a friction gripping technique. A schematic I

U3 4 08t 14S4 PiC y V -* .5
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3. of the fixture is shown in Figure 6.2.1-11.

6.2.1.6.2 TENSION TEST OF TUBULAR JOINT

A 3.0 inch outside diameter tube was fabricated with steel rainforcedend to test

the shim joint concept in a full scale structural member. The test specimen was

designed to fall In the attachment area since the program is oriented to rofixe-

ment of shim joint design technology. The basic tube was fabricated with a

1,900 wrap pattern to a wall thickness of 0.072 inches. The ultimate tensile load

for the tube was found to be 150 kips (Reference c, pp 2-19). The specimen was

loaded in an Olseu Machine to an ultimate tension load of 135.5 kips. Fracture

occurred in the outer fiber glass layer at the edge of the outside shim. It is

Sfelt that both the test fixtures and the shim joint did perform well.
Zo 6.2.1.6.3 COMPRESSION TEST OF TUBULAR JOINT

The tension clevis fixture and the jacket of the friction grip fixture

2 was used to conduct the compression test. A cerrobend plug was cast to reinforce

the inside diameter of the nonreinforced tube end. The test specimen was identical

U, to the tension specimen. The ultimate compressive load for the tube was fouhd

to be about 51.0 kips. The attachment area suffered no discernible damage.

". b..2.1.7 CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions may be made:

1. Design parameters can be optimized conveniently by the structural.

synthesis approach in determining the minimum weight configuration.

2. The shim joint concept can be successfully applied to composite

members without prohibitive attachment weight penalties.
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7.0 JOIW~ CONMDERA~II01 FOR PMUTCED SCAIA MODEL VBECLI

fr ~ 7.1 The use of scale model replicas for vehicle str~utmael Vrnandcs studi~es

can provide the designer wilb valxa~bZA infortixx.tion on proposed deqjsgna mer14 U

tbheir development c~ycle. '1Y treair use, 3tructural modificationis and payload

,ha~nges *-mn ',e 5,-valuated without expensive full-scale ccoiwtruction and te3tiflg,

particularlýy foi, the large, complex vehiclp.

Th½s 3t- tion discusses t.he 1/10 scale structural repllca of the Akpollo/

Satu;in V anid is inteuded to provide desigiiers with some insigbt to the compromises

which ýan diictbate -lviatilons pro tue repltcs rep:,oduction in the area off xissil%.

"'lie de,:isioxi to iprovide a 6caled-&ownt replc ofte;ooYp nt

0 or to sixnulate it b,, its dynairic and dw.-pening equivalent is tctateli by the

w f'ollowinig considerations:

Z a . Presexit fabricutiýri prazýtices and limitat-ioivs.

b. Access requirem~entls unltjue to the ;-odel.

c. Assembly probler.-ý3 t.reated )y tbe *3iLze reduction.

0 LL d. Reqjuirement for equiva2lent Jdyaaic pro-pertie3.

e. Fabric.ation properties of alternative alloys.

f. Size of scaled-tonwi fastener components.

g.Economic alternativýes of s~rimu-1tion vs scale dupl~ication of the

joint.

T,1,1~~~ 3rcl Joinlts

7.1.2 The joint ijliwtration ir, 7.,igue Yd-.is typical ot' a design vari-

ation re-q-iireJ to permit agsembly of the structu~ral components. ThILS join", depicts

the S -IV-B aftL- uulkhead-co,-zon -bulkh-eaI joint. Inl full scale~ (Figure 7.1l2r-lal~

the fabrication is by rivets and wels, T'he 1,11) scale model permits the final

closure to be ._xffected externmal'~ The bulkhead struc1'1ur:e near th e joint, das

t

L Ae~ 80 14 4RIV8. ,
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7.1.o2 (Continued)

loce.U•v modified by adding a relatively eavy adapter ring to which the bulUbead

was riveted. This ring wus then bolted to the skin trom the outside anl a bea-i

of se~lant compound applied at the intersection of the ccimion ',ulkhead and the

LH2 tank wvall. The resultant Joint therefore, is not S. true representation of

the full-scale component.

7.1.3 An indication of the degree to Vhicb the prototvrpe is 1uplicated is

indicated by examination of the joints of Figure 7.1,,3.2 The location of the

joints detailed in this Figure is shorn on figure 7.l.3-1 by the lnttex-ed circles

on the left sile of the model lruwing. The joixits of' iigure 7.1.3-2 carry, corre-

3POndlang letter identifications,

zo 7.1.3.1 Figure 7,1.3-2a is the ,Ju:ition cf the S-IC uiel tank and the iatertank
.-J

Ssection. Znoe f'ul-tank upper bulkhiead, the fuel tank %al, ,an le •ne•!Ž

z section are Joined by a Y-ring aýsewLmly. ThIere e.ast• s deviation froin repli,.'a

scaling in that one leS of the '-ring 1s LThe b; a bolted flange to allow

access to the ln`ýertank interior area-- Tle i-,tertaik .'-ring connection is :1-i

Luiuaual Joint, i!ade necessary by the complEx corrugate: Iiterýanikii, an .. d con-

sists of channeled -,-'rips atta,:Thed ,ILteiLiatklý to the inside and oiutsid.e surfaces

of the Y-r-._v" le g curo ýhe corrugated intertank surn'ace.

A sirmilxr joint 'Fi7:u.-e 7.1.j-f-b) is used at the intersection of the

lwer LOX taYLk-Lkhea1-fDX-tauk-wu.l aid intertai.k st-uztu-e. This Joint, Lov•ever'

is closed by a weld rather than by the bolted flaige connection. At the Junction

of the S-I' 'JO:X i;ank upper LU2Lt3dfe1, awid tank-wall- forward-skirt interface 3ho.ni

in Figure 7.1.3-2c, a variation wms utilized in the L(A3el structure. In order

to coampiete the fiu.al weld in the joint, the Y-riln -was fabricatkws in two pieces

and the shorter leg was spotwelded to tne locall• tiickened Oorvard-skirt skin,

The closure wia, then effected by Pn external -4ald. The resultant hard,.mre has the

p
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so b±sic dimensional properties as would have resulted from direct geumetric

7.1o3-2 The model joints shown in Figures 7.1.3-2d xd 7.1.3-2e are scaled dup-

U~c.tes of prototype joints witb the exception that the nunber of fasteners used

in the model is less than the number required onthe prototype. The fasteners

however, a.re sized so that the total fastener area wa, a s -alr' quantity. The

application of replica scaling tc the Joint of 'K io3-2d was Juiged to be the

s.-t expedient approach since cons•ierable engineering time would have 'Leen re-

quired to properly design a more easily naiufactured cozinaeclion with comparable

-J dynamic properties. Purtear, the Acallng las, applicable to a Joint of this type
0
.J

are not s3',,ficiernnt< de:iene,. to permit evaluation of any alternate design, parti-
uj

4 cularly the effect of' the pinned-truss ri r.ame _races.
2

7.1.---3 The rei:iaining structural joints of Figures 7ýi."-2h throug 7.l.3-

Ui ar e essertiatl4 scaed lplicates of the _ui!-ss,ale structure except for deviation3

Sin ring-frame anc- bulkhead construction dictated h•y fabrication time and cost
0

N considerations. The ait-arnati'e lesign approach pert.itted the use of' manufacturing

procedures which produced geometricallj si-milar sttuctuiral cononents with fewer

and less intricate machine Thocesse3. Te resultant structures have the seie

structural d.itamic propertie3 Us the i:-ore corinl:.ex e.xact rninitizrizations of the

f'ull scale structure.

(.2 Fabrication Problems

7.2.1 Other fa.bricution probleis, iot "lassifie,7 as lesie deviations, irnclude

rnachinir,, processes, joetal orii pý,,.ce .u.-es, Iiac'dne rand c~ieni( al milling,

tolerances, f'asteizi-ng nP-]iods, and welding techiques. Iot only' can th.e solution

of these problems dictAxte the degree to wbict) a givreii launch vehicle car. be repro-

duced to a specifiel relucei scale, but they -Alsc, can be si,.i!'U2ai.t f'actors In

L13 JP07 !4'4 r V. A 6
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(h) JOI TT 11* (i) JOINT 1*

#0-80 SCREW
#0-80

(j) joirT J* (k) JOINT K (1) JOINT L*

*Ref Figure 7.1.3-1 and
Pamrgre~ph 7.1.3-3
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7.2.1 (Cont~inued)

establishing the economic feasibility of acquiring a dynamic model sunh an the

1/I0 scaLe Aimilo/8aturn V. If the resulting fabrication limitations are prc.tt-

calo, it may be possible to duplicate the full-scale structure at a predeteraine.

reduced asoz at less cost. than would be needed to simulate the structure by em-

ployin• correseonding expensive engiueering time.

A factor found to be beneficia.l for fabricating the model joints included

methods vmployod to make the required assembly attachmente. The full-scale

joints were fabricated with appropriate welments, bolts, nuts and rivets.

Obviously the coMponln4.a of the smaller model must be assembled by other methods

because of the Impracticability of the reduced oc&le attachment hardware. There

must be a com~promise both In type and the number of simulated fasteners. Also,

it is generally accepted that whenever an effort is made to approximate the

structural dynamic properties or a complex structure, the detail design of the

'A joints and attachment hardware should be conservative with a resulting excess-

ively stiff cowpoiil. 'nce any ef'fort to scale directly the size and number of

bolts and rivets would be impractical both from a manufacturing and assembly

viewpoint.

In addition, although :.t is true tVat them :an be some conaervative dia-

tortion of the 4oint stlir'ness properties, there can be little hope of a:hieving

any degree of suc•esa In reproductri6 desired dea~ping characteristics when rivets

and bolts are replaced by spot welds. Oenerally, bolted joints ,-an be repre-

sented by using convientent, cormercIally ava~lsble fasteners, such as 0-80

screws, a le~ser number of fust"ri~ers beLng uticd, Lhe number of which is detereinled

rrum tte correctLy setled fastener aren. This dt.'.ulg approximates the proper

atift'neua awd damptug.

SI~
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#7.3 Conclusions

7.3.1 Repliea scaling of the maW-& load farrying structural Joints, vhich

together vith other structural cozin-G-nts necessitated an extension of the

state-of-the-art in fabrication tecmaiques, was employed and resulted In a modal

which duplicates the full-scale structure to a high degree. Extreme full scale

desig details, such as joint reproduction, were duplicated in the fabrication

of the 1/10 scale model.

A careful analysis of the prototype structural details was required

to ascertain the practical and economic feasibility of dup.Licatiug component

hardware to the chosen scale factor. 1here model joint design dictated sizes

Stoo small to be duplicated, an acceptable design required that only the correct

mass and stiffness distributions be retained in the model. Some joints could

not be adequately defined by the most rlgorous present-day dimensional arialysis
z

and therefore were built as scaled duplicates of the full scale members. If

the joints were of secondary importance tfom a dynamic vleipoirn, they were a

0 scaled replica because they required les expenditure of effort with duplicate

fabrication than with dynamic simulation. All substitutions were carefully

considered, however, lest their nr-lucion degrade the usefulness of the total

structure through eitber introduction of misleading response data or the

suppression of critical responses.

With prvper care in the selection of the scale factor and methods of

manufacture and with Judicious evaluation of deviations from direct scaled dup-

lication, the replica model are c-onsidered tecrhnicsJLly and economically feasible

for studies of the structura2. dlynamic characteristics of large complex vehicloes.

An in-depth daceription of the project is available 1n lefteneet A-.,
from vaiek e igat'oreattto preeeate4 herwdn 1 I0
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1. D2-11165 - Structrl Development Note #9 Sandvicb Material, Rev. 3-31-58

Presents design criteria and allovsble.s for structural design

anid stress analysis of sandvich c3omponents for aircraft application.

Provides beekground in this type of constraction for designers.

2. NASA TN D-4138 - Design and Fabrication Considerations for a 1/10 - Scale
(ASTIC 05606?)

Replica Model of the Appolo/Saturn V.
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~ fr~ 8.0 DOCUNt OPTION FOR 1~FUTM WORK

8.1 Origlnally planned as a one year effort, the joint study was reduced by

six months due to budgetery and manpower requirements. While it ie recognised

that a great deal more information might be included in this documo.t, it is felt

that in its present fom it provides a useful tool to the designer faced with the

pi'oblem of missile or space vehicle joint dexign.

Should a decision be forecoming to continue the effort, the immediate

direction t~aken will be to investigate raceway and other non-structural joints.

Follow-on effort will be a report on the latest state-of-the-art in joint desipg

concepts, missile carrier interface joints, joint fastener hardware, plumbing and

electrical joint interfaces and recent advances in materials and process technology

as applted to missile joints.
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